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Faculty senators give feedback to task force

FEB

MSU revenue alternatives considered

Members of the Murray State
University Faculty Senate Tuesday gave primarily -favorable
responses to proposed revenue increases and expenditure reductions for the school.
_Proposals were sent from the
school's Task Force on Budget
Review,an advisory committee to
university President Constantine
W. Curris. Their opinions will be
returned to the task force, consisting of Curris, who is chairman,
seven faculty members, two
students and five staff members.
The task force, formed in
September, is gathering feedback
from the university community
about ways to generate revenue
and cut expenses, according to
Ken Wolf,faculty senator and task
force member.
Wolf said state government
placed a permanent annual reoccurring budget reduction of
$962,500 on the university. During
the summer, the school's board of
regents authorized $536,500 in
budget reductions. Purposes of
the task force are to find areas to
cut the additional $426,000, to
develop alternatives to restore the
$536,500 and to discuss
philosophically ,the whole budget
question, Wolf said.
The group has met once a week'
since last fall and has hosted hearings for university community

3
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CHRISTI HALE NAMED QUEEN — In Calloway County High
School Basketball Homecoming ceremonies last night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium, Christi Hale, daughter of Eddie Clyde and Darlene
Hale, was crowned 1982 queen by 1981 queen Jena Hoke. Members of
the queen's court were Lisa Hale, daughter of Dwayne and Janice
Hale, Leigh Harmon, daughter of James and Jo Ann Harmon,
Regina Morris, daughter of Max E. and Shirley Morris, Ladona
' Overbey, daughter of Don and Judy OverW, ind—Diiiia Hoke,
daugher of Jackie and Linda Hoke.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
"

Donald Regan predicts
economic comeback
By the Associated Press
Despite climbing interest rates
and mixed signals for the
manufacturing and housing industries, Treasury Secretary
Donald Regan says the sluggish
economy will come "roaring back
in the late spring."
Regan said Tuesday the first
widespread increase -in the prime
lending rate since July, prompted
by a two-month surge in other borrowing costs, was a "temporary
phenomenon", that was
"discouraging but not unexpected."

County schools
dismissed today
Because of weather conditions,
all Calloway County schools were
dismissed at 10:30 a.m. today, according to Dr. Jack Rose,
superintendent.
Students were fed lunch prior to
dismissal, he added.
A decision about classes Thursday will be made later today,Rose
said.
Eli Alexander, assistant
superintendent of the Murray
schools, said, as of 10 a.m., city
schools would remain in session.
He added he and Willie Jackson,
transportation supervisor, will
monitor weather conditions and
dismiss school if the need arises.

The prime rate, the base upon
which banks compute interest
charges on short-term business
loans to their best-risk customers,
had lingered at 15.75 percent since
Dec. 1 before spurting higher
Monday.
By Tuesday, most banks had
raised their prime rate to 16.5 percent, while a few banks held the
increase to 16.25 percent.
Rates 'also have increased for
long-term borrowing, shutting out
many corporations from a bond
market now dominated by the
U.S. Treasury. This week, the
Treasury is selling $20 billion in
bonds, notes and bills to help
finance the federal deficit.
In an auction of $5 billion in 3year Treasury notes Tuesday, the
average yield rose to 14.63 percent.
in heavy bidding from 14.43 percent at the previous auction last
Nov.2.
Some economists have said the
resurgence of interest rates will
delay a recovery from the recession, which was brought on by
high interest rates.
But Regan told the National
Press Club, "This is a temporary
phenomenon and shoul* wash out
over the course of the next four to
six weeks." He said that in the
past, interest rates have increased briefly in the early stages of an
economic recovery, only, to
decline as tbe recovery takes hold.

Police chief urges purchase
of city vehicle stickers
Those who did not purchase
their city stickers before May 31,
1981, may still not be "out of the
woods."
Police chief Paul Jerry Lee has
announced that soon the Murray
Police Department will again set
up road blocks and spot checks
within the city and wil issue citations for those in violation of the
city sticker ordinance.
Persons living or working in the
city were required to have purchased the $15 city sticker by May
31, MM. Those just moving or taking
in the city are also re-

quired to purchase a sticker,
however the price of the sticker is
prorated according to length of
valid time remaining.
If an individual should have purchased a city sticker before May
31, 1981, and is found in violation of
the ordinance requiring them to
do so, a 100 percent penalty is added to the original price of the
Sticker. As of July 1, 1981, the
price of the sticker with the penalty is $30.
Persons needing to purchase ci
ty stickers may'do so in the city
clerk's office in Murray City Hall.

members to voice opinions, Wolf presented the
proposals ac- imum level of general fund supsaid.
companied with recommenda- port for intercollegiate athletics
After formulating all responses, tions from his committe
e to the be set at $400,000 and eventually
the task force will make senators.
reduced to zero, $237,000; KATS
budgetary recommendations to
A member of the economics telephone service be
restricted
Curris who will make recommen- faculty, Pinkston
said it was after 5 p.m. and on weekends,
dations to the board of regents, equally important
to find ways to $15,000;
Wolf said.
increase revenue as well as
Staff attrition be used to expand
Curris said this morning he will reduce expedi
tures. He student work force for nonreview all recommendations and speculated tuition
will increase technical skill jobs, $40,000;
discuss them with people involved and the university faculty
must be general fund subsidy cut to the
before making his own recom- frugal and economize
in the West Kentucky Livstock and Exmendations to the board of future.
position Center, $10,000; and
regents.
In regard to the increased employment contract
reductions
The president said he is refrain- revenue proposals and
estimated• from 12-month to 11-month basis.
ing from comments on the issue new income, the senators
agreed
Senators were opposed to
until campus feedback is receiv- with implementation
of a $10 ad- separation of Curriculum
ed.
mission fee, which will create Resources Library and
distribuAccording to Jules Harcourt, '$30,000; a $10 placemen
t fee for tion of its materials to proper
vice chairman of the task force, alumni for five sets
of credentials, areas, $25,000; and establishment
the group may have recommenda- $20,000; and increase
d income of mandatory two-week vacation
tions to make to Curris sometime projections from
revenue
- in August, $40,000 (savings in
in February.
producing entities, $30,000. The utilities).
Two public hearings were con- senators said a
parking sticker
In other business, committee
ducted last week and met with ex- price increase needs
further reports on faculty handbook revicellent response, he added. The study.
sion and in-state admission retask force still is in the process of
Concerning reduced expen- quirements were postponed
until
analyzing and considering feed- diture proposals and
estimated the next meeting.
back from the hearings, Harcourt savings, faculty
senators recomBylaws were revised to create
said.
mended the MSU foundation fund two additional committe
es to betProposals considered Tuesday specific general
fund expen- ter serve the needs of the universiby the senators were taken from a ditures equal to
unrestricted in- ty, according to Tom Posey,
"shopping list" compiled by the direct costs received
by the foun- senate president. New committask force, Wolf said. None of the dation and universit
y-supported tees include academic policy;
measures have been implemented operating costs
for the foundation
handbook and personnel; finance;
by the university, he added.
office,$120,000;
rules, eleetions and bylaws; comBill Pinkston, chairman of the
A setf-supporting summer
monwealth affairs; and executive
senate's budget committee, school session,
$30,000; the max- committee.

Brown's agriculture plan goes to senate
FRANKFORT (AP)- With little
debate, a legislative committee
sent Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
reorganization of the state
agriculture department to the full
Senate for its consideration.
The 5-4-vote by the Senate State
Government Committee followed
by a plea by Agriculture Commissioner Alben Barkley II that panel
members avoid "premature" action on the matter.
Barkley-told the committe'e that
the Kentucky Supreme Court is
expected to rule soon on his legal
challenge to Brown's reorganization, he asked the committee to
await that decision before making
one of its own.
But Sen. Joe Prather, 13-Vine

Grove, said he believede the issue legislation," Barkley said
in
was one which "probably best be pressing his arguments.
discussed on the floor of the
In January, 1981, Gov. John
Senate."
Y.Brown Jr. transferred major
And Sen. Ed O'Daniel, D- promotional and marketing funcSpringfield, said the matters tions from the Agriculture Departbefore the court and the codinTh - idea -to a new Kentucky Council
tee were two distinct issues.
on Agriculture.
The Supreme Court is to deterBarkley has won every round in
mine the Governor's reorganiza- his court action against that
tion powers between legislative order.
sessions,&Daniel said.
The General Assembly must apThe committee, however,is con- prove Brown's executive order if
sidering the amendment of state it is to remain effective.
law,he added.
Barkley told the committee that
"Pressure from whatearer the changes resulting from the
source to pass reorganization order were ill considered and have
legislation before the Supreme - adversely affected Kentucky's
Court has ruled is an insufficient agricultural community.
cause for enacting reorganization
Activity Tuesday found

disgruntled House members
charging one of their own with
abusing her position as committee
chairman after a sometimes
chaotic meeting on a proposed
nursing-home reform bilL
And in the Senate, meanwhile,a
close but favorable vote was given
to a measure that would give insurance companies the right to
cancel a policy on the basis of
fraud.
The House leadership said it
would investigate charges against
Rep. Gerta Bendl, D-Louisville,
which stemmed from her actions
daring a Health and Welfare Committee meeting. The complaints
came from other committee
(Continued On Page Two)

Senators approve primary rescheduling
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Whether physical discomfort in
the summer is preferable to mental anguish in the spring is a matter the state Senate will have a
chance to consider in coming
weeks.
Members of a Senate committee
opted for the physical discomfort
Tuesday, approving a bill that
would move Kentucky's primary
election from the fourth Tuesday
in May to the fourth Tuesday in
August.
Under a constitutional amendment approved in 1979, legislative
elections will be held in evennumbered years beginning in 1984.
As a result, sessions of the
General Assembly — also held in
even-numbered years — would not
conclude until a month before the
May primary.
And that would leave incumbent
legislators little time to campaign.
Avoiding such an occurrence is
the objective of the bill, said Sen.
Danny Meyer, D-Louisville, the

sponsor.
Stuart said.
The measure also received the
Legislative sessions, with the
support of Sen. Joe Prather, 13- statewide coverage provided by
Vine Grove.
the Kentucky Educational TeleviUnder the current system, sion network, are a good place to
legislators viould be debating campaign,he added.
"critical issues" in Frankfort
Sen. Gus Sheehan, D-Covington,
shortly before the primary,taking also opposed the bill, saying "the
stands which their constituents summer is an awful time to cammight misunderstand if the paign" because of the heat.
legislators were not at home to exThe bill, which also would
plain them,Prather said.
eliminate Kentucky's presidential
Meanwhile, the legislators' op- primary, was approved 4-2 and
ponents could spending time now goes to the full Senate.
"demagoguing the issues" to the
The committee delayed action
detriment of the incumbents, he on a constitutional amendment
added.
proposed by Sen. Jack Trevey, RThe date change also would
Lexington, that would give the
have the effect of shortening cam- legislature authority to establish a
paigns and, perhaps, decreasing
new system for death investigathe amount of money spent on tions.
them,Prather said.
In Kentucky, the office of corSen. Gene Stuart, R-Prospect, oner is established constitutionaldisagreed.
ly and the legislature cannot manCandidates will continue to "pop
date qualifications for the office.
out...earlier and earlier," Stuart
Dr. George Nichols, the state
said, lengthening and increasing
medical examiner, told the comthe costs of campaigns.
mittee of a "series of problems"
In addition, "I don't know why
with the coroner system, beginnyou want to run all summer long," ing with the absence of mandated

Vice president not used to attention
caused by projectile striking car
WASHINGTON (AP) — "I am
not used to all this attention," said
George Bush, modestly. "Really,
it's gotten out of hand."
And so it had. What happened to
the vice president Tuesday was
the biggest non-event to excite the
nation's capital in a long time.
Morning commuters fuming in
traffic jams learned over their
radio that "a projectile" hit
Bush's armor-plated, escorted
limousine as he was being driven
to work. It made a loud bang.
The limousine speeded up and
drove to the Executive Office
Building. By the time it got there,
cops were rushing to the scene of
the bang,looking for the source.
Helicopters hovered.
Riot squads assembled.

Cops trod roofs.
The FBI mobile crime lab
lumbered into view. Agents with
gold badges pinned on their
business suits swarmed around.
The area was secured, meaning
thousands who use L Street or
22nd Street or 21st Street or any of
a number of other major
downtown streets to get to
suddenly couldn't.
"Nobody was injured;
everybody is safe," said Jack
Warner of the Secret Service.
"The only harm was to the
limousine."
The limo sustained what was
called variOntly a V-shaped gash
or a tear in the vinyl that covered
its tool.
The calmest Man during all this
_

was Bush, who went about doing
what vice presidents do. He made
no news for the rest of the day.
"We heard a loud bang and
drove on to work and that was it,"
Bush said. "There really wasn't
heightened tension even."
The vaunted FBI crime law conducted exhaustive tests. The
Secret Service, the Metropolitan
Police Department did their thing.
Finally, Secret Service
spokesman James Boyle announced officially "it has been deter"mined that there was no assault on
the vice presidential limousine."
The object that struck the car
was determined to be made of
clay and cement, substances in
plentiful supply at the construction site that the Bush car was
passing at the fateful moment.

qualifications.
The state constitution requires a
person seeking the office to have
virtually no qualifications, "down
to and including literacy," Nichols
said.
That has led to improper death
investigations, improper findings
and potential problems with
public health and safety, he added.
In Nichols' opinion, coroners in
40 Kentucky counties are doing
their jobs well, 40 others are
mediocre and 40 are "terrible."
The committee, although appearing supportive of Trevey's
bill, decided to wait before taking
action on it.
The hold-up resulted from confusion about how many constitutional amendments the General
Assembly may Place on the ballot
for voters'consideration.
The committee has requested
an attorney general's opinion on
the matter and indicated it would
act on Trevey's measure after
receiving that opinion.

freezing rain,
sleet and snow
Freezing rain and sleet today. Cloudy tonight with a few
snow flurries. Lows in the
teens. Partly cloudy and cold
Thursday with highs in the mid
or upper 20s.
•
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El Salvador leftists accused of massacre

LegitrafiPe
action at-a-glance
FRAN(FOR.i, Ky.(AP) — Here is an at-a-glance look at highlights
of Tuesday's session of the Kentucky General Assembly.
SENATE
• Approved 19-14 a measure that would give insurance companies
the right to cancel a policy on the basis of fraud. Under current law,
such Cancellations may be made only for nonpayment of premiums
or the revocation of an operator's license.
• Approved 11-5 a bill that would allow a member of an unpaid state
board or commission to run for public office without resigning from
the board.
• Approved a bill that would establish an advisory board for the
Kentucky School for the Deaf in Danville.
HOUSE
• The Health and Welfare Committee approved a nursing-home
reform bill, which would, among other things, give the state authority to fine nursing homes which don't correct violations.
• The full House delayed action on a bill to stiffen the penalties for
possession of marijuana.
• Approved a bill to clarify the procedure for reapportionment of
magisterial and commissioner districts in counties.
• Approved a bill that would raise legislative officers' pay by $5 a
day.
• The Counties and Special Districts Committee approved a bill
that would make the administration of the federal community services block grant the responsibility of regional agencies instead of
the Department for Human Resources.

Legislature...

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
AP) — El Salvador's government
claimed leftist guerillas
massacred 150 peasants in a northeastern village and that its army repulsed a daylight attack on a
city in the southeast.
However, the Defense Ministry
did not dispute the rebels' claim of
holding another northeastern
town, Corinto, since Sunday.
A Defense Ministry spokesman,
Col. Eusebio Coto, said leftist
guerrillas carried out a bloody
weekend raid on Nueva Trinidad,
about 75 miles northeast of San
Salvador near the Honduran
border.
Coto said the raiders killed the
local military commander and
nine of his men, then slaughtered
about 150 peasants, more than half
the population of the village.
Another unconfirmed report said
the guerrillas suffered some
casualtiesand forced surviving
villagers to carry away the rebels'
dead and wounded when they fled
at dawn Sunday.
Journalists who visited Nueva
Trinidad Tuesday afternoon said
they saw about a dozen bodies still

(Continued From Page One)
Under current law, such
members.
cancellations may be made only
Rep. Raymond Overstreet, Rfor nonpayment of premiums or
Liberty, filed a grievance chargthe revocation of an operator's
license.
ing that Mrs. Bendl, a chief sponsor of the reform bill, refused to
WASHINGTON API — In a
Stuart's measure, approved 19recognize a committee member
14, would permit cancellations political battle tinged with
when a policyholder obtained the memories of Vietnam, congreswho wanted to propose amendments that Mrs. Bendl opposed.
policy or filed a claim fraudulent- sional critics are portraying
She also allowed members of ly. The insurance company would President Reagan's deepening
make the determination of what military support for El Salvador's
the audience to taunt the
((1egislator:3, according to
junta as a step into a new
constituted fraud.
Overstreet.
The Senate also voted 31-5 to ap- "quagmire."
prove a bill that would allow a
The lines sharpened Tuesday
Mrs. Bendl said, however, that
member of an unpaid state board
with Secretary of State Alexander
she had gaveled the audience to
order each time she heard com- or commission to run for,public of- M. Haig Jr. declaring that the
fice without resigning"from the United States will do "whatever is
ments and that the proposed
-amendments had not been proper- board.
Sen. David Karem, D ly offered under parliamentary
Louisville, sponsored the
procedure.
measure, saying it stemmed from
House Speaker Bobby Richard
son, D-Glasgow, said the charges a court ruling last year that state
were serious and would be in- law prohibits a board member
vestigated by the House leader- from seeking office.
A Trigg County man, Thomas
And an advisory board for the
ship.
The broulla ha almost over- Kentucky School for the Deaf in Swain, 67, Rt. 1, Cadiz, was killed
last night at the intersection of Ky.
shadowed the committee's ap- Danville would be established
proval of the reform bill, which under another bill approved by the 68 and Key Chapel Road, 1L2 east
of Cadiz.
would, among other things, give Senate.
According to Kentucky State
the state authority to fine nursing
Sponsored by Sen. Ed O'Daniel,
Police reports filed by Trooper
homes which don't correct viola- D-Springfield, the measure would
Randall Cruse, at approximately
tions, set up a rating system for mandate the establishment of a
nursing homes and require the seven=membetboard to advise the —7:05 p.m.,Swain ran across Ky.68
in front of an eastbound vehicle
homes to allow visitors during cer- state Department of Education
driven by Bobby Garland, 47, Rt.
and State Board of Education on
tain hours.
In the Senate, Eugene Stuart, R- matters affecting the School for .1, Cadiz.
Swain was struck by the
Prospect, won narrow support for the Deaf.
Garland vehicle and pronounced
his bill to give insurance comCurrent state law permits, but
dead at the scene. KSP reports no
panies a third basis for canceling does not mandate, the existence of
charges have been filed
such a board.
policies.

lying in the streets. Independent
observers speculated that the
Defense Ministry exaggerated the
attack on Nueva Trinidad in an attern
mas
ipt to counter reports of
acres by government security f rces.
Reporters from the New York
Times and the Washington Post
who visited rebel-controlled areas
in northeast El Salvador's
Morazan Province reported last
week that villagers there told
them government troops shot and
killed as many as 1,000 unarmed
peasants during an anti-guerrilla
sweep in December.
The Defense Ministry denied the
reports, and the U.S.. State
Department told Congress on
Monday that American investigators concluded it was "impossible to prove or disprove excessive violence during the
sweep." But Assistant Secretary
of State Thomas 0. Enders said
the investigators found "no
evidence...that government forces
systematically massacred
civilians."
Meanwhile, a military source in
Usulutan said guerrillas attacked
that city of 25,000 people 70 miles

east of San Salvador shortly after
dawn'Tuesday and killed two national police agents and a soldier.
There was no indication of the
size of the guerrilla force. But it
was not until after six hours of
fighting that the army said it had
restored order, and it admitted
sporadic shooting was continuing.
Journalists in the area reported
a headquarters of the national
police and an army barracks were
attacked with automatic weapons
and grenades. Residents of the city reached by telephone said the
streets were deserted, and they
were afraid to go out.
"We can hear powerful explosions," one source said.
The guerrillas' Radio
Venceremos claimed the rebels
were still in control of Corinto, a
town of 2,000 people in the northeast, despite a report Monday
that the government was flying
reinforcements there. The broadcast said the guerrillas wiped out
the army post in the town..
An army spokesman refused to
comment on the rebel claim. Corinto is one of at least four small
towns in Morazan Province that
the guerrillas of the Farabundo

Marti National Liberation Front
claim to have won control of in the
last two months.
Defense ..Minister Jose Guillermo Garcia, the military
strongman of the U.S.-backed
government, was scheduled to fly
to Washington today, but there
was no word of his mission. It was
assumed, however, that he was
going to discuss the large amounts
of military aid which the Reagan
administration is planning to supply Garcia's forces.
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. said Tuesday the United
States will do "whatever is
necessary" to block leftist victory
in El Salvador. The Reagan administration this week announced
it will send another $55 million in
emergency military equipment
and will ask Congress to approve
another $100 million in aid. Congress approved $26 million in
December.
Pentagon officials in
Washington said the administration may send A-37 light fighter
bombers to replace five or six
older French bombers destroyed
in a guerrilla raid last week on an
air base outside San Salvador.

Democrats warn of Vietnam -like quagmire

_
Trigg County man
dies after being
struck by vehicle
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Two measure next Thesday,along with
months after moving to shut down a plan opposed by the administrasome unemployment offices and tion for an additional $123 million
dismiss thousands of workers, the in low-income energy assistance.
The president is seeking the adReagan administration is telling
the states to keep all unemploy- ditional funds, for jobless proment offices open while Congress grams becausethe deep recession
works on a $2.3 billion measure for has pushed unemployment to 8.9
percent, far above earlier
jobless benefits.
"We instructed them today not estimates by either the adto close any office," Assistint ministration or congressional
Labor Secretary Albert Angrisani economists.
The Labor Department's most
told a House subcommittee Tuesday, shortly before the panel ap- recent estimate is that 9.5 million
proved Reagan's request for the Americans are out of work.
The $2.3 billion Reagan asked
money.
House Speaker Thomas P. for includes $1.95 billion in adO'Neill Jr., said the full House vances for state unemployment
probably would vote on the funds. Angrisani said that money
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call.
In a separate incident, the Hazel
Fire Department was able to contain a trailer fire to the living
room area Tuesday, according to
Gene Miller,fire chief.
The trailer was owned by Ann
Osborne and was located on East
Barnett Street. No injuries were
reported.
Three men with one truck
responded to the scene about 1:30
p.m.

SALE

••••••

Power Streak
4-Ply Polyester
W/W "Blom"

American country "except in extremis." But Haig declined to rule
out the possibility.
Reagan sent 55 non-combat
military advisers to help the
Salvadoran military last year, but
said at the time he had no intention of sending combat troops.
This week, the administration
said it will send $55 million in
emergency military equipment,
about $25 million of it to replace
aircraft destroyed last week in a
guerrilla raid.
The new aid, supplied under
emergency presidential authority,
is in addition to $26 million in
military aid approved by Congress in December. The administration also says it will ask
Congress for an additional $100
million in aid this year.
Reagan has claimed that the leftist insurgents in El Salvador are
supplied and directed by Cuba and
other Soviet-bloc countries.

753-0595

V1S.4

Murray

However, the guerrillas say their
revolution stems from decades of
harsh military rule.
Testifying before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee,
Haig said the clandestine infiltration of communist arms into El
Salvador "is again approaching
the high levels recorded just
before last year's so-called 'final
offensive."
Before a House Foreign Affairs
subcommittee, Thomas 0.
Enders, assistant secretary of
state for inter-American affairs,
declared that U.S. "national
security interests were incontestably challenged in Latin
America."
Enders maintained that the
Salvadoran military had made
progress in improving its human
rights record although he conceded the reduction of violence
against civilians was "slow in
coming."

ntintstration tells states
to keep jobless offices open
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necessary" to block a leftist victory in El Salvador and critics
charging a cover-up of human
rights abuses.
Three House Democrats introduced a resolution specifically
to overturn Reagan's certification
that the Salvadoran government
is making a "concerted" effort to
protect human rights. If enacted,
the resolution would cut off future
military aid.
While conceding that the
measure has little chance of passing, Reps. Gerry E. Studds of
Massachusetts, Tom Harkin of
Iowa and Bob Edgar of Pennsylvania said they hope it will help
build public opposition to
Reagan's policies, which they
compared to U.S. involvement in
Vietnam.
Meanwhile, Haig said Reagan
"has made it very clear" he would
be reluctant to commit U.S. combat troops to' the Central

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Agriculture Secretary John Block
has asked for congressional approval for proposals to make the
tobacco price-support program
self-supporting.
The proposed changes would
allow Block to lower price-support
levels for some inferior grades of
tobacco without touching levels
for some other grades. The current plan calls for an average
price — $1.64 a pound this year —
for all grades, with lowering for
one grade necessitating an increase for another grade to maintain the average.
In addition, Block would set up a
fund to store profits for use in the
future to offset losses of government funds. In its present form,
the support program loans federal
-In4Iney—te- cooperatives for purchasing surplus tobacco. Subsequent resale of this surplus pi U

duces money to repay the government loans.
Any profits after repaying the
loans are distributed among
farmers supplying the original
surplus, but the federal government pays for any losses.
Under the Block plan, at least
part of those profits would be
diverted into a fund that would be
used to cover future federal
losses.
Block would also give tobacco
co-ops the authority to charge
more than the current fee of one
cent per pound to pay for administering the support program.
The price-support system has
come under fire lately, including a
concerted effort by opponents during the framing last year of the
farm bill. Although the supports
survived, the bill included a call
for the price-support system to
bit-time self-supporting.
•

was necessary to keep the federal
account from being exhausted by
mid-March.
The remaining $343 million is
for job service personnel and
unemployment claims processors.
Angrisani said $210 million of that
would provide enough money for
24,800 job placement personnel in
unemployment offices.
That's the level of personnel
called for before Congress passed
Reagan's second round of budget
cuts last December and agreed to
reduce the numlier to 17,500.
Most of those officials have not
yet been fired, although in many
cases notices of dismissal have
been issued.
Some offices also had been
slated for closing, but the money
in the bill would eliminate those
plans.
The vote to approve the increased money for jobless benefits and
personnel was unanimous,
although Democrats used the occasion to get in a few partisan
licks at the Reagan administration.
O'Neill told reporters before the
subcommittee met that "stupidity" was behind an attempiorat
"crippling a program which
places millions of Americans in
private sector jobs — 3.5 million in
fiscal 1980 — in the middle of a
recession."
Rep. James Weaver:'D-Ore., in
a jab at Reagan's recent comment
that the newspapers were filled
with "Help Wanted" advertisements, said a newspaper in his
district had only one page of such
ads, but three pages filled with
ads from individuals seeking
employment.
Rep. Sidney Yates, D-Ill., said
that despite the current recession,
"unbelievably, incredibly, these
offices are threatened with closing."
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Non-belief hurting
nuclear industry
By,G.G.LaBELLE
WASHINGTON (AP) — Since Three Mile Island
and some other nuclear foulups, utilities and others
pushing atomie power have a classic public relations problem: a lot of people don't believe them.
To make matters worse, some non-believers
make decisions on investments in utilities that are
financially pressed because of the huge nuclear
plants they have under construction.
The recent Ginna accident was echoed on Wall
Street. The stock of the the plant's owner,
Rochester Gas & Electric Co., fell from ;13 a share
to $10 a share on the day of the accident. RG&E's
stock bounced back, but the financial troubles of
TMI's owner continue.
As the drama unfolded three years ago at Three
Mile Island near Harrisburg, Pa., the plant's
owner, Metropolitan Edison Co., said little or in-.
sisted nothing was seriously wrong. Spokesmen for
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission often gave
-conflicting information, leaving the public uncertain and fearful about what was going on.
Later, the NRC ordered utilities and emergency
officials to have plans to inform the public in any incident at a nuclear plant.
In April, Malcolm Furbush, the general counsel
of the Pacific Electric.& Gas Co., was complaining
about delays in the Ircensing of nuclear plants, particularly his company's Diablo Canyon plant.
"The nuclear power plant at Diablo is the most
thoroughly studied power plant in the United States
in the history of regulation,and hence, obviously, in
the history of the world," Furbush said.
Six months later, PG&E found that because
wrong figures had been given a consultant working
on plans to shore up the plant against possible earthqufke damage, supports were. opposite from
where they should have been.
Although PG&E spokesmen said they were confident that was the only problem, Diablo Canyon had
other troubles, including incorrect weight distribution of various equipment at the plant, located on
the edge of an earthquake fault near San Luis
Obispo, Calif. The NRC suspended an initial license
for the plant and ordered further studies.
NRC Commissioner Victor Gilinsky, addressing
an industry group, was more direct. "The public
may not trust us very much but they don't trust you
at all," Gilinskisaid.
When Richard Sullivan, public relations manager
for RG&E, learned last week that his company's
Ginna plant had a nuclear emergency. A tube in the
plant's steam generator was leaking radioactive
water. Eventually... puffs at radioactivity -werareleised into the air.
Reporters who were at both Three Mile Island
and Ginna say Sullivan and the rest of RG&E's
spokesmen tried to answer every question as quickly as possible. As the accident wore on, they were
believed.

Murray State, other universities face mission
By L. J. Hortin
If Murray State, Western, Eastern
and Morehead do not remonstrate,
they'll soon be eating "left-overs" at
the budrt table prepared by the
Council on Higher Education in Kentucky.
- A bona fide Advisory Council of the
University Presideots is better able'
to propose and coordinate prog:ams
for the growth and development of
the state universities. The presidents
and the boards of regents know more
about the needs, problems and
facilities of their respective universities than any "super board" can
possibly know.
The Council on Higher Education
has apparently adopted -missions"
for the state universities which it proposes to enforce at its own discretion.
No matter how carefully framed,
these "missions" can be dangerous
and unwise, especially if they are
restrictive and static and are administered by one super board.
The "mission" of Murray State has
changed several times at Murray
State — and rightly so. These growth
changes, however, have been made
by the State Legislature of Kentucky,
where such power belongs. These
"mission" changes were initiated by
the universities through their
presidents and boards of regents.
Murray State's first mission was
achieved on March 8, 1922, when it
began as a state "Normal School"for
"the training of white elementary
teachers." It was opposed by some of
the same forces that oppose its
growth now.

Murray State Normal School
became Murray State Normal School
and Teachers College in 1926, offering degrees as a four-year college. Its
"mission" had grown. In 1930, the
General Assembly dropped **Normal
School" from its title and it became
Murray State Teachers College.
In 1948, it became Murray State
College. This was done by the
Legislature, not by a council. On
February 26, 1966, Governor Edward
T. Breathitt signed the bill making it
Murray State University. That is its
proud title and mission today — to
function and grow as a STATE
university.
Although any university importantly serves its geographical
area, a state university ought not to
be restricted solely to its -region."
Incidentally, the word "regional" is
not found anywhere in Murray
State's various titles. The word
"State" has been in all of them.
It is not clear at this time as to
what the Council on Higher Education has in mind for us at Murray, but
here are some things it might try to
do:
1. To reduce Murray State to the
undergraduate level.
2. To grant research and graduate
funds almost exclusively to the
University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville.
3. To place Murray with community colleges under the direction and
supervision of the University of Kentucky.
4,Under the guise of "avoiding

duplication," to restrict and allocate
course offerings to different universities — such as music to one,
agriculture to another, computer
studies to a third,and so on.
5. Reduce the powers and duties of
the individual boards of regents to
the wearing of caps and gowns and
conferring degrees at Commencement.
6. To keep our university president
off the council and force him to look
to CHE for his duties, his programs
and the university budgets.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder of
Murray State, often said that Murray
State first began to grow when a
separate Murray State board of
regents was established in 1924.
Without its own board of regents,
Murray State would possibly be a
two-year normal school today.
On that first board of regents were:
McHenry Rhoades, chairman; Mrs.
Laurine Wells Lovett, G. Prentice
Thomas, James F. Wilson, and
Thomas H.Stokes.
The citizens of Murray and
Calloway County have had to fight
many obstacles to establish higher
education here: They raised $117,000
for the first building. There was opposition everywhere. Up state and
elsewhere, some opponents said the
"new normal" would never open its
doors.
There was opposition to adding a
degree program and to getting the
necessary funds. Once it was seriously proposed that Murray State be
converted to a mental health institution. Some said we ought only to train

Today
in history
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 3, the
34th day of 1982. There are 331 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 3, 1973, fighting came to a
virtual halt in Vietnam, after a formal ceasefire went into effect.
On this date:
In 1970, Pope Paul VI commanded
Roman Catholic bishops to withdraw
support for any change in the church's rule against marriage for
priests.
And in 1979, Ayatollah Khomeini
said he would name a provisional
government in Iran and Wage a "holy
war," if necessary, to topple the
civilian government of Shahpour
Bakhtiar.
Ten years ago, at the Paris peace
talks, the Viet Cong of South Vietnam
presented a revised plan that appeared more conciliatory to the
South Vietnamese government.
Five years ago, Ethiopia's chief of
state was killed in a gun battle in his
nation's capital, Addis Ababa.
One year ago, Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger, in his first news
conference since taking office, said
he was in favor of producing and
deploying neutron weapons.
Thought For Today: There is no
greater folly in the world than for a
man to despair. — Miguel Cervantes,
Spanish writer (1547-1616).

Letter to the editor
Dear Editor,
We.Fould like to publicly express our deepest appreciation and sincerest thanks to the Murray Fire
Department, the Police Department,the CallowayCounty Rescue,Squad, friends and neighbors for
their heroic efforts in trying to save our home at the
time of the recent fire. Even though they were
hampered by a limited water supply and the bitter
cold, they worked ceaselessly and tirelessly.
The sudden appearance of the'many trucks and
vans driven by friends and neighbors with strong
backs, who came to help remove furniture and take
it away quickly and efficiently for storage, was an
overwhelming gesture offriendship.
It has been a comfort to us during these sad
chaotic days to realize that we will be able to start
over again with familiar things about us due to your
super human efforts.
There are no adequate words to express our
gratitude to you. We will never forget that you accomplished the seemingly impossible.
Dr.and Mrs. Hugh Houston

Looking back
Ten years ago
A memorial to the late Cohen Stubblefield,
former sheriff of Calloway County, was to be unveiled at beginning of term of Circuit Court Feb. 7, ac.cording to County Judge Robert O. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Moody, Rt. 1, Almo, were to
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary Feb.
13. Their anniversary was to be Feb. 12.
Twenty years ago
Murray City Council had voted to purchase a lot
on the Herman Ellis property on Hazel Highway.
This was to be for a sewerage lift station for the city.
Airman First Class Phillip P. Williams, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams, Rt. 2, Hazel, had been
assigned to McChord Air Force Base, Wash. He had
graduated-from Sheppard Air Force Base,Texas.
Thirty years ago
Alm High School Warriors had beat New Concord Redbirds to become Calloway County High
School Basketball champions. Dee Farris was high
point man for Almo and Bobby Steele for Concord.
Kirksey,Eagles had beat Murray Training School
Colts for consolation game. Suiter was high point
man for 1iirksey and Hale for Murray Training.
AP the
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teachers.
We are a great State University at
Murray. We beat Notre Dame this
year in basketball at South Bend and
the University of Alabama there last
year. We defeated the University of
Louisville in football last year and
once before at Murray 105 to O.
Iii baseball our Thoroughbreds
play the biggest ,and best in the
United States. Over two million
tourists each year visit Kentucky and
Barkley Daps and the Land Between
ttie Lakes — 30 minutes from our
campus. Murray was the first city in
Kentucky to have TVA power.
Our beautiful Exposition Center is
unexcelled short of St. Louis, Memphis and Louisville. Our debaters
have competed with Oxford and
Cambridge,and two of our graduates
have won Pylitzer Prizes.
These achievements are within the
missions of a State University. Our
28,000 alumni cherish Murray's traditions and they don't-want their "mission" to be reduced or scrapped.
We believe that Murray State will
accept the cuts that the recession
must impose on all unnecessary expenditures. All -we ask is our fair
share of CHE's budget table at
Frankfort. We've got friends now —
Western, Eastern, Morehead and
others — who want the same treatment.
But if Murray is crippled financially, we want it lb be done by the Ken
tucky Legislature, signed by the
Governor, and approved by our
President and our Board of Regents.
We can talk to them

business mirror

by john cuniff -

Sober economic outlook viewed differently
NEW YORK (AP) — The sober
economic outlook has produced an effect that in other times might be considered un-American, but which
some think is welcome today. It has
undermined some of our great expectations.
Not all of them. The technologists
are still drawing up the future on
their planning boards, and the think
tanks are bursting with innovative
concepts. But the inflation exploiters
are disappearing like medflies.
What has happened to the sellers of
inflation, the people who sent you
form letters saying that if you really
wanted to be rich quickly you should

buy diamonds or gold, or antiques,
prints or other collectibles?
Some of them are around still, remaining certain that inflation is inevitable and that it will make them
wealthy, and you too, if you'd only
listen. But people aren't listening as
they did a few years ago, when the
rising consumer price index lent
credibility to the peddlers.
Some of those who write get-rich
newsletters find circulation is down.
Some are finding inflated postage
costs too much to contend with. Many
have been forced to lay low until inflation hysteria is resurrected.
Where are all those new. stock

issues that double in price before the
week and sometimes before the day
is out? You don't hear much about
them. Promoters of such issues know
how hard it is to attract money.
And what happened to that old
staple of cocktail parties, the line
that began "Do you know what I was
offered for my house the other day?"
How smoothly it was slipped into the
conversation. How practiced the indifference with which the owner
dropped the question. What triumph
as he witnessed the envy of his
listeners. Too bad; no more.
What became of the arrogance of
the seller who used to say -That's the

Writer asks about social security
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I retired at age 65
and am now receiving Social Security in the amount of ;613.70 monthly. Even though my wife has never
worked, I understand that upon
reaching age 62 she can apply for
Social Security in the amount of onehalf the amount I am now receiving,
approximately $307.00. If my wife
waits until age 65 to apply for Social
Security, will she receive a greater
amount or approxinr-itely how niinh
would she receive" P.M.

price, take it or leave it?" Recently
somebody told him "forget it." He'll
never get over it. No longer does he
maintain even the pose. No longer is
he confident he can get his price. Just
witness the behavior of automakers.
Or real estate agents. Or diamond
merchants.
Where are the boasts from labor?
Gone. You can't make demands
unless someone is buying the goods.
Instead, labor negotiators today are
often found working with management on the problem of raising productivity, and they are even willing
to give back benefits in order to help.
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.ANSWER: 1 to La aAl C lict) inistakeo
about the percentage of your benefits
to which your wife will be entitled to
.receive at age 62. At age 62, retiring
on your benefit record as a wife, your
wife is entitled to receive approximately 37'Z percent of your benefit.
If she were to wait until -age 65 to
retireas a wife on your benefits, then
she would be entitled to receive 50
percent of your benefit amount.
HEARTLINE: Last year, I
ordered a copy of your Almanac for
Older Americans. There were many
chapters of information that my husband and I found to be very useful. I
did notice that you had included a
chapter titled "Guide to Widowhood;
The First Year", but only skimmed
through it at the time..I lost my
band very suddenly of a heart attack
the end of last year, and the information in that chapter for widows.really

saved me a lot of headaches with pensions, oenetits, probate and attornies. I was so thankful to have that
information right at hand.
The reason I am writing is to ask
for the address for ordering another
copy of the book..The address and
ordering information is not in the
book I have. My sister's husband is
very ill and I.feel that since she is
having to manage their affairs at this
time and that there is a strong
possibility that she will be widowed
soon, I would like to have a copy of
the book sent to her. Please let me
*now the price and how to order. T.Y.
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Michael J. Edwards born
Lt. and Mrs. Eric Edwards announce the birth of
a son, Michael Jonathon, weighing seven pounds 13
ounces, measuring 20 inches, born Wednesday, Jan.
27, at 9:15 a.m. at Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.
The family presently resides on South 641 with
two other sons, Jason, 5, and Royden, 14 months.
They are leaving for San Antonio, Texas, in mid
February. Michael has an older sister, Jill Alton,
Coach Estates. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Dunn, Murray, Patricia Edwards, Hyde
Park, N. Y., and Gerald Edwards, Altadena, Calif.
Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Paul Porch,
Detroit.

Singing scheduled Sunday
The Fincher Family of Halls, Tenn., will be
featured singers at a gospel singing Sunday, Feb. 7,

at 1:30 p.m. at Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
The church is located 642 miles north of the Penny
community on Calloway-Marshall county line.

Skating party to be Friday
A church-wide skating party for Grace Baptist
Church has been rescheduled for Saturday, Feb. 6,
from 9:15 to 6:15 p.m. After the skating session,
refreshments will be served in fellowship house of
church.

Family fun night planned
A Family Fun Night will be at Fellowship Hall of
First Baptist Church Friday, Feb. 5, starting at 7
p.m. This will include games, skit and
refreshments. A chalk talk will be given by Joretta
Harlow, youth director serving with Doug Vancil.
This event is open to the entire family, Harlow
and Vancil said.

Down Concord Way

Writer extends thanks to neighbors
By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
I never in my youth
heard the word, "empathy." This winter I
have "empathy" if it
means being Rble to put
yourself in the other
fellow's place and sympathizing.
January is memorable
for personal sorrows, but
1982 has had mud slides,
plane crashes, tornadoes,
fires, mine disasters and
every imaginable
tragedy, besides sickness
and deaths. All these
have not deterred crime,
„murders and robberies.
Surely Galatians 6-7 still
proves true, "Be not
deceived, God is not
mocked,for whatsoever a
man soweth, that shall he
also reap."
Butjust as some add to
worldly sorrows, the
pioneer spirit of the brave
settlers of America still
lives in the hearts of those
who take great risks to
save lives by braving the

depths of waters, or the
bowels of the earth, soar
the wintry skies, drive on
hazardous roads to go
where needed, or do what
their hands find to do as
neighbors.
Congratulations to Mr.
and Mrs. John Littleton
who recently celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary. Mrs. Littleton
be
remembered as one of the
good cooks at Buchanan
School lunchroom.
I enjoyed Jan. 23rd
Echoes From the Past,
and also the article about
hobbies of Joe Keeslar,
Murray High industrial
arts teacher who likes
colonial life.
Another teacher ,Gene
Bailey, has a father in
Concord Community,
Loman Bailey, who lives
alone, cooks, cans, canes
chairs and has pieced
more than a dozen quilt
tops to sell. Loman is
from Land Between the
Lakes.

I wonder if friendships
were not stronger in those
old days of simplicity and
hardships.
In an old trunk long
since removed from the
old home were treasured
letters, brittle with age
and a cheap little scrapbook in which friends and
relatives had written in
beautiful script tender
verses of remembrance.
There were signatures
of Asa Simmons, Minnie
Curd, Bernice Grogan,
Lorena Cook, Liza Stubbleifled, Annie Salmon,
A. A. Grubbs, and many
others long gone since the
1890's.
My youngest brother
was named for Rainey T.
Wells.
Though Rainey Lovins
only. attended grade
school, Dr. Wells, president of Murray State
Teachers College, was
the kind of man who
would have appreciated
the usefulness of a
mechanic, carpenter,

plumber, electrician and
farmer named for him.
"For we can't all be
captains. Some have to be
crew. Dr. Wells realized
that "it isn't by size that
we win or fail, but being
the best of whatever we
are." He encouraged
that.
A poem by Edgar A.
Guest is worth consideration today:
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Mother's devoted friend
not included in obituary
DEAR ABBY: My
mother died last week
following a two-year battle with cancer. She was
75. Mom had been widowed at 50 and she lived her
last 19 years with a male
friend in his home. He
could not have been more
devoted to my mother. He
nursed her during her illness and rarely left her
side.
This is a rather small
town, and everyone was
aware of the situation.
After Mom died her
relatives gave the
obituary to the local
newspaper and completely ignored Mom's devoted
companion.
I know it would have
meant a great deal to
Mom's friend to have
been listed in the write-up
as one of her survivors.
Just a simple mention,
such as, "Mrs. ( 1 was
also survived by her longtime friend, Mr.( )."
Do you think it would
have been wrong or improper to have given that
dear and generous man a
small mention in the
press? Please print your
answer.

HER DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER: It
would have been neither
wrong nor improper.
Some friends are far
more important in a relationship than relatives.
Apparently your
mother's friend was, and
mentioning him as her
long-time friend would
have harmed no one and
given him some welldeserved pleasure.
.se
DEAR ABBY: A girl
wrote to say she was getting married and felt entitled to take her bedroom
set with her since her
parents had given it to
her for her 16th birthday.
Her parents disagreed,
saying it was "hers" only
as long as she lived at
home. You said, "Leave
the set, and don't argue."
That's all the poor girl
could do. She had no
choice.
That letter interested
us because we had exactly the same situation in
our family. We
redecorated our
daughter's room when
she was 15, and when she
decided to get married at

17, she demanded to take
"her" bedroom set with
her. We said no.
However, the bedroom
set was not the real issue.
The bottom line was that
we did not think the boy
she wanted to marry was
riglIt for her. As it turned
our,Ote wasn't, and the
marriage didn't even last
a year.
SAME STORY,
CEDAR RAPIDS,IOWA
DEAR SAME: You
_make a valid point. When
parents are pleased about
a marriage, usually they
can't do enough for "the
kids." If they're not
pleased, it's a different
story.
•.•
DEAR ABBY: Since
you're letting your
readers have their say
about what they don't like
about your column, may I
add my 2 cents' worth?
Stick to the problems
people send you and your
solutions. I am not interested in reading letters from readerc telling
how they would have
answered "Helen from
Hicksville." If their
answers were as good as

portunity to personally
thank the wives for the
many hours they give
each week being the cook
and in many cases the only female deputy and the
bookkeeper.

In her remarks Collins
noted "the conditions
depicted in the painting
are still very much
around us.- She said the
General Assembly will be
considering legislation to
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PAINTING UNVEILED — Kentucky Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins, left,
dedicated a painting of a "Jailer's Wife" recently at Frankfort. Wives of Kentucky jailers are shown at right.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
What does it mean when you
are told by an ear doctor
that your reflexes are off
balance a little? I had the
ENG test done and he called
me and told me to go see a
neurologist for an evaluation.
I talked it over with my
doctor and he said he does
not see what a neurologist
could do for me. I also had
the CAT scan and it was OK.
The ear doctor said my inner
ear was normal for a woman
of my age, 62. My doctor
says it is my nerves along
with hormone trouble.
I would go to a neurologist
if I thought for one minute
he could help me but if he
told me to take any kind of
tranquilizers after paying
him a large fee I would feel

like kicking myself. Sometimes I seem to have trouble
walking straight and I have
nausea and a light-headed
feeling.
DEAR READER — There
is a very good reason your
ear doctor recommended
that you see a neurologist
The ENG test you had measures your eye movements.
These are connected to
nerve mechanism from your
balance canals in your ears.
From your comment it
sounds like the ENG showed
some abnormal movements.
These are sometimes seen in
people who have dizzy
spells.
The point is that dizziness
or position sense, related to
feeling like you are-walking
straight or your sense of
motion, is not just related to

the ears. The ear balance
mechanism, the visual reference from your eyes and the
position sense signals from
nerves all over your body
send signals to your brain.
Sometimes the dizzy problem is the balance canals. In
other instances it is because
of some defect within the
brain where all these
impulses from the ears, eyes
and body position signals are
integrated. Some studies
show that the majority of
patients over 40 years of age
who have dizziness have it
on the basis of something in
the brain.
A neurologist will check
you further to see if there is
any evidence for a change in
circulation or other disorder
affecting this function of
your brain. I am sending you

Let WELCOME WAGONS'
be your first new home visitor.
- 2 pieces of fish fillet
• creamy cole slaw • crisp french fries
.2 Southern-style hush puppies
1180 Caprice Classic
4 door, It blue w/blue vinyl roof, blue
cloth interior, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, power windows,
tilt wheel, cruise control, AM-FM, tape,
power door locks. One owner 19,xxx
miles

Helping folks get settled in faster and feel at
home is what WELCOME WAGON has been
doing for over 50 years.
I'd like to greet you with useful gifts, helpful
information and invitations you can redeem for
more gifts. All free and made possible by civicminded businesses
individuals who'd like to
meet you too. And, of course, there's no
obligation.
I'd like to visit you at your convenience. All it
takes is a phone call, and we can set the time. A
WELCOME WAGON visit is a special treat

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

Tc-1

begin remedying many of
the ills of the present
system.
A dedication to the
wives of Kentucky jailers
was penned by folk lore
writer, Jesse Stuart. It is
permanently affixed to
the base of painting and is
as follows:
"The unsung heroines
— wives of the Kentucky
Jailers — past and present who have contributed to lives of
prisoners, helping to bring them back into tne
mainstream of society,
plus doing a great service
for this Commonwealth
and mankind."
The painting has been
placed on public display
in the Old Capitol in
_
Frankfort.
Maydell Jones, wife of
Calloway County Jailer
Huel (Whimpy) Jones, is
matron for the county
jail. She has served in
this position since her
husband took office 16
years ago.

Evaluating dizziness

AM=21F
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
M PARTS

753-2617

yours, they would be
writing your column instead of you.
And while I'm griping,
I might as well tell you
that our newspaper never
prints your address. How
does a person get a letter
to you anyway?
LONG—TIME READER
DEAR READER: My
address: Dear Abby,
P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
For a personal, unpublished reply, please
enclose a self-addressed
stamped envelope.
•••
Problems? You'll feel
better if you get them off
your chest. Write to Abby: P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
For a personal reply,
please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

Painting of 'Jailer's Wife'dedicated
by Lt. Gov. Collins at Old Capitol

On My Last Day
"With one more day to
live, and only one,
I wonder what great
task I'd work upon.
Kentucky Lt. Gov. MarGranted full strength tha Layne Collins recentfor those fast fleeting ly dedicated a painting of
hours,
a "Jailer's Wife." This
I wonder on what deeds was to honor the wives of
I'd spend my powers.
Kentucky jailers.
I'd have no vain illuCollins took the opsions, then, of fame,
I'd see how cheap are
things men strive to
clean,
For that last day allowed on earth to me,
I'd be the kind of person
I'd often wished to be."

Whatidnd of day will tomor- CANCER
SCORPIO
Progress.
row be? To find out what the (June 21 toJuly 22)
(Oct.23 toNov.21) In/eV' PISCES
stars say, read the forecast Keeping busy offsets a Complications regarding a (Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 X
given for your birth Sign.
tendency to dwell on your business deal or investments It vrW require a bit of givelimitations. Complete mean it's time to do further and-take to find the solution to
domestic tasks and be aware research before making a a domestic matter. Hearing
ARMS
final commitment.
of undercurrents at work
all sides may be a bit trying.
Mar.21 to Apr. 19) NI
SAGITTARIUS
LEO
.
JW YOU BORN TODAY are
Confusing trends indicate (July 23 to Aug.22) 42fg (Nov.72 toDec. 21)
more self-disciplined than the
that you should only confide in After a few trying moments A visit to an old friend may typical member of your sign.
trusted advisers. A revised with a friend, you'll gain in- be on your agenda, but a Your practical side enables
decision affects a partnership sight into their point of view. relative may not want to ac- you to make constructive use
favorably.
company you. Group ac- of your innovative ideas. You
Social life is iffy at present.
TAURUS
tivities are favored.
VIRGO
work well when motivated by
tApr. 20 to May 20)
CAPRICORN
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22
a cause. You can avoid getting
An honest day's work brings You're better off dealing (Dec. 22toJan. 19)
into a rut by becoming perfinancial gain, but steer clear with current duties than being New assignments come sonally involved in communiOf dubious financial proposi- sidetracked by glamorous pro- now, but you may have dif- ty affairs. Especially talented
tions. Friends tempt you to ex- posals of dubious merit. Use ficulty in getting them off the in music and sculpture, you'll
travagance.
discrimination!
ground. Be willing to try new succeed in creative areas.
IGEKLNI
procedures.
LIBRA
Real estate, banking, writing
(May21 toJune20) 1/4
9(Sept.MtoOct.22) —
AQUARIUS
and teaching may also appeal
You may attract an older Not everything you hear (Jan.20to Feb.18)
to you. Birthdate of: Betty
admirer. Reconciliations are now will be true. Still, you News from afar may cause Friedan, feminist; Charles
possible now, but you'll have may change your mind about a change of mind regarding a Lindbergh, aviator; and Ida
to give in on some points. a point of ethics. Don't mix romantic involvement. Talk Lupin°, actress and film
Compromise.
with teachers about a child's director.
business with pleasure.

By Abigail Van Buren

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

=OM

RIZNIStAl. MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

641 S.
Murray

Kathryn Outland 751 •3079
Hostess
Ingeborg
King
Asir
492-8348

Mary
Hamilton
Asit.
753 5570

The Health Letter number 910, Dizziness and Vertigo, so
you can understand this
better. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped. selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — You
often refer to fortified skim
milk. Is it the same as skim
milk? In the stores I have
tried to buy some but when I
ask for fortified skim milk
no one has an answer.
Please explain the difference if any.
DEAR READER — If you
ever drink just plain skim
milk you will find it tastes
watered down. To overcome
that problem dairies added
nonfat milk solids to milk
when they started removing
butter fat to produce a product tower in fat. Adding the
nonfat milk solids produced
fortified milk.
If you look on the carton
of milk you will read "protein fortified" for some
brands such as Borden's.
That is true for Borden's low
fat milk and their Skim-Line
or fortified skim milk. Check
the labels for the brand you
use but I think you will find
that most skim milk you can
buy will be fortified in the
same way.
In many ways it is better
than whole milk because it
contains more calcium and
more protein per glass,
while decreasing your fat
intake. They provide fewer
calories which is great for
weight control.
The first session of the
permanent Court of International Justice was held
at The Hague in 1922.
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-Many activities
featured in class

IS

Playschool lab at
Calloway County High
School has included many
activities for first
semester.
Purpose of the lab was
a hands-on experience for
high school students in
Child Care and Parenthood classes of the home
economics department.
Participants, in turn,
were shown how to share
and interact with other 35 year okrs, have new experiences through planned activities and be away
from home for first time.
Activities planned and
conducted by high school
students were art projects, mini-science
lessons, field trips, puppet shows, story tune,
rhythm band, dramatic
play, snack time, outdoor
and free play.
The playschool lab was
completed in spring of
1981. It is equipped with a
range, refrigerator and
sink ui a kitchen area. Included are several large
pieces of wooden dualpurpose play equipment.
A fully equipped fenced
in playground with an entrance is featured. This
makes an ideal environIke

BONNIE STONE, student at Calloway County High School,
reads for Jana
Herndon during playschool lab. At right is Andrew O'Rourke.

KENNTERNESTBERGER watches Peter O'Rouke in the wheel
as he waits
his turn at Calloway playschool lab.
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KIM CULLOP, Calloway High student, directs an activity during playschool
lab with Luke Rickman,left, and Wesley England.

WESLEY ENGLAND,left, Luke Rickman and Patrick Thornton take part in
activities at Calloway playschool lab.

Event planned for Higgins
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Higgins of Murray will
celebrate their silver
wedding anniversary
Sunday,Feb.7.
A reception in their
honor will be hosted by
their family from 2 to 4
p.m. at community room
of North Branch of
Peoples Bank, North 12th
and Chestnut Streets.
All friends and

relatives are invited to attend.
The couple was married Feb. 9, 1957, at Corinth, Miss. Their attendants were Gladys Wyatt
and Be,!iy Joe Pool.
Mr. Higgins, the
former Bobbie Smiley, is
the daughter of the late
Paul and Alma Smiley.
She is employed at The
Rib Shack. Mr. Higgins,

Club has meeting.

son of Gladys Wyatt and
the late Sammie Higgins,
is employed at General
Tire and Rubber Co.,
Mayfield.

World Friendship Club
had a coffee meeting
Wednesday, Jan. 27, at
10:30 a.m. at Boston Tea
.Party.
Three new members
Their four children are
were welcomed by Helen
Liz Erwin, Ann Higgins,
Karvounis, Greece,
Debbie McClure and
social chairman. They
Wayne Higgins. Their
were Opal Howard,
two grandchildren are
United States, Shahrzod
Carol Erwin and
Shahlai, Iran, and Sheila
Jonathan McClure.
Meyers,England.
Catherine Etuokwu
was honored with a baby
shower. She and her stuCORN,JR.
dent husband from
Nigeria have a baby boy,
one
month, born at
word spoken in season, comfortable when Ac4 Bob
Vulnerable7
Murray-Calloway County
at the right moment, is the Nolff held the East cards. Dealer. South. The bidding: .
Hospital.
mat:or of ages." — Thomas South's bidding advertised a
South_ West
North Eau _
In expressing her
Carlyle.
club singleton. so Wolff had 1#
Pass
Pass 24
gratitude to the club for
no illusions about a second 3#
Pass 4+
Pass
its friendship extended in
club- trick. Instead of sig- 4 NT
Pass 50
Pass
a new land she said,
6+
All
nalling for a continuation,
pass
"Thank you for being my
One East missed his Wolff overtook with his club
friends. I came to this
moment in the defense of ace and placed an innocent
Opening lead: Club king
country as the wife of a
today's excellent slam, looking heart eight on the
Murray State University
another found the best table. Declarer glared at his heart king. But there
student; I did not know a
defense. How does declarer this card, but he didn't dare was little to criticize declarsingle person other than
go down in a laydown slam? finesse. Why take a 50 per- er for, Wolff had made a
my husband. I felt so
There's a good chance only cent chance when an 85 per- good play.
alone in a strange land.
if East creates an illusion cent chance was available
Bid with Corn
in diamonds?
for declarer to fear.
"Gracie Erwin called,
ATTENDING a World Friendship Club meeting were, from left, front row,
The shock came when the
West led the club king and
invited me to come to the
Opal
Howard,
Shahrzod Shahlai and son, Iran, back row, Kerne Garrastazu, World Friendship club
East was happy to signal diamonds • proved u-nman- _5gulah214s;,_Z-3-Ti
Helen Karvounis, Tina Olson, Sheila Meyers, Neelam Tandon and Catherine meeting, and offered to
with his jack. With dummy's ageable and Wolff scored
•:t
Etuokwu.
diamond suit well stopped,
come by to pick me up.
•K 10 8 .
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THE ACES®112;G.

East saw no reason not to
•Q 1082
try to cash a second club.
•J 5
Declarer ruffed the club,
•A K J 7 5
drew the outstanding trump
+73
and tried the top diamonds, WEST
EAST
intending to establish that.•- - - #3
suit. West's discard revealed V 9'L6432
•K 108
•Q 10 9 8 4
the bad news and there was •2
•A J 8 6
no other hope than the heart •K QI0542
SOUTH
finesse. That won and
•AKJ97654
declarer took 12 tricks and
•A Q
a comfortable slam.
•6 3
Things were not quite as
+9

•Q 109114
•A .111 6

'Sunk
1#
3.

South

ANSWER: Three no trump.
A pass might win the marbles but there might also be
a reasonable play for game.

and the drop in the birth rate following the post
World War II baby boom.

VA
/v0..4AM
-

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
have a banquet at Seven
Seas.

Westpheling elected as president
Jo Westpheling, a
charter organizer of the
International Banana
Festiveal and three times
its president, has been
elected to &fourth term of
the 20th observance of the
event in September at
Fulton.
Other board members
include William Mitchell,
first vice president;
James Harris, second
vice president; Joyce
Elliott, secretary; and
Bud Byars,treasurer.
The 1982 festival will be
celebrated Sept. 22-25.
This will enable the event
to accommodate larger
participation by school
ands, Shriners, colleges
and other groups, accord. L.) i; .zookesman.

Westpheling said 19
various clubs and
organizations will select
representatives on the
board.
She said the board
would secure some
famous talent and make
an attempt to involve all

of the communities
around Fulton in the program. Another top priority will be to expand the
international aspects of
the event to bring in
Latin-American students
and talent, Westpheling
said.

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted. Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office, 166 N. 4th sr

,
r
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Country Biscuit
Breakfast

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Community happenings listed
Senior Citizens centers
will be open as follows:
Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.; Hazel and Douglas
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Murray Civitan Club
will observe its annual
Clergy Night at Joe's
Family Restaurant at 7
p.m.
'Friday,Feb.5
Church Women United
will meet at 10 a.m. in the
home of Eloise King, 1103
Sycamore St.
Hazel and Douglas
Senior Citizens Centers
Mothers Day Out will will be open from 10 a.m.
be at 9 a.m. at First Bap- to 2 p.m. Luneh will be at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
tist Church.
Douglas at noon.

()nk

$109

You'll love Jerry's new Country Biscuits, baked
fresh in our kitchen and served piping hot Our
new Country Biscuit Breakfast has two biscuits
with creamy sausage gravy, plus two eggs
any style and your choice of two bacon strips
or sausage links ... all for a very special price.
Now,that's a whole new reason to...

With Garlic Bread
Salads At Full Price Temporarily

69c Special For Kids
Inside Dining Only

I

Free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M
Y^u Can

WE
BUY
BUY
UY

Take Another Look at Jerry's!

t Eat This Gcod At Home For This Prici?

GOLD ..
DIAMONDS..

ONLY

$1.99
THRU FEB. 13

The Honest WolffAny Gold Stomped
10K-14K•18K-221(
/niceties. Chow.
hiwisieas.Padua
Watches. Dew.Geld

Well
Pay You

CASH
NOW!

We are not "Fly-ByNighters" only in town
overnight to take your
money. We've been trusted
in Paducah for 69 years.
We're mil $5 al a S21.

DIAMONDS
WWII)

per point for 1 /5 to 1 ct

Ion*
IN pills opals 1 carat

Open Daily 10:00 a.m.to 6:00 p.m.

Jemits.

4myr

RESTAURANTS

"Goodfood and good service guaranteed."
'Bel Air Shoppinr; Center

—

....•••••

"
76

••••
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She explained to me it is a
group of ladies organized
for the purpose of extending friendship, affording
a comfortable place to
get acquainted one with
another, learning about
each other's cultures kid
hopefully extending
friendship around ,the
world.
"You will never know
the joy I felt at meeting
all of you. You reached
out to me and loved me as
I am — a total stranger. I
can never forget this
beautiful thing you did for
me. I want to thank you
for being my!Mena.
"And these gifts for our
baby — I can't believe
this — thank yOu, thank
you. I want to take them
home wrapped as they
are so pretty and share
them with my husband.
He will be so happy.
Thank you,thank you!"
Others present were
Edith Noffsinger, United
States; Monica Walston
and Bridgette Von Budde,
Germany; Ileana
Navarro, Costa Rica;
Soledad Rust, Peru;
Mune Garrastazu, Cuba;
Neelam Tandon.India.

The average age of Americans is higher than it
used to be. This is because of improved longevity

Send bridge .questions to The Aces.
P 0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

Wednesday,Feb.3
Thursday,Feb.4
Special potluck supper
Front Porch Swing will
for "adopted student" rehearse at 7 p.m. at
assignments will be at 6 First Christian Church.
p.m. at Memorial Baptist
Church.
Calloway-Marshall Affiliate of American
Diabetes Association will
Thursday,Feb.4
Murray Women of the meet at 7 p.m. in EducaMoose will meet at 8 p.m. tion Unit, third floor,
Murray-Calloway County
at lodge hall.
Hospital.
Garden Department of
Mothers Morning Out
Murray Woman's Club
will
be at 9 a.m. at Good
will have a workshop at
Shepherd United
10 a.m.at club house.
Methodist Church.

ment for students to
observe characteristics
of children at various age
levels, said Marlene
Beach and Lucy Forrest,
instructors in home
economics.
This was the second
session of playschool conducted this school year.
Preschoolers participating were:
Miranda Coles, Brad
Norsworthy, Teresa
Gardner, Adam McKenzie, Andrew and Peter
O'Rourke, Richard
Miller, Heather and Erin
Gillum, Luke Rickman,
Ryan Key,Laura Cherry,
Tony Sheppard, LeAnna McCoy, Heather Morris, Wesley England, Ed
Morgan, Sean
Stonecipher, Jay Paul
Herndon, Jason Crabtree, Crystal Price,
Melissa Ainley, Craig
Adams, Mac Rae Coleman.
Laurie Harding, Jana
Herndon, Kenny Ernstberger, Ashley Taylor,
Chad Garland, Emily
Pyle, Patrick Thornton,
Brian McClure, Samuel
Arnett, Rhea Ann Wright,
Gene Van Arneringen and
Jason Wilson.
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PEPSI, DR. PEPPER
8 PK.
160!.
PLUS
DEPOSIT
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO a DAIRY PRODUCTS

MAYON
NAISE

WONDER
COUNTRY STYLE

MT. DEW or 7-UP

•

TEXSUN
PINK GRAPEFRUIT

KRAFT

REG. $1.99

BREAD

JUICE

SANDWICH LOAF

218

7'9

39

24

460Z.

More Low Prices On More Items Everyday At Storey's!

•

114
—

TISSUE

$239

OIL_

4borvilw-4,

48 OZ.,

4 ROLL

HI-DRY JUMBO ROLL

PAPER
TOWELS

GOLDEN GRAIN

PARKAY

t

MACARONI &
CHEESE

Ili

,

I

PORK &
BEANS

COTTAGE CHEESE...1 3°
HEINZ 3201.

FOOD 011111T WHOLE

$ 1 39

CATSUP

29

GAL $

59'

VAN CAMP 16 OZ.

RAV-0-11C1124 OZ.

MILK

894

DELTA BATHROOM

PURE VEGETABLE WESSON

2/89'

- RAY -0-RICH I OZ.

SOUR CREAM

49'

210004e.:4

UE BONNET 1 LB. OTIS.

CHEER LAUNDRY

' MILK
65

CREAM CHEESE

AMU& 44

Wan,

-i02111114er-I•efttioNszkillIW
,
04122111Fie* F4/111114411&..41rOf.C.1,41,
-10• “41,4,

EVAPORA TPrf ED

ARGARINE

KRAFT PHILIDELPHIA

0110.0,04V00

$2%9

DETERGENT

49

13 OZ

4t07. -

KLEENEX FACIAL

';4111allak.

160z.29( Tiss

PWATO SOUP ..100z 23' FlAclirtiKS

200 CT.

794

•

CORONET PAPER

AIPBELL CHICKEN NOODLE

soz 29' NORTENING

OUP
FROSTY ACRES
FROZEN.

3 LB.

'TOWELS
21

794

JUMBO ROLL

•

ORANGE
JUICE

HUNGRY JACK INSTANT

RICNTEX

OWBOAT PORK &

19

$139 POTATOES

isthoi 33 SHORTENIN

EANS

4207.

/
ict
1IlA

BETTY CROCK

6
0

1201.

HUNTS TOMATO

CHOW

2S LB.

$799

9 JUICE.
9'

CAKE PA

.. 18 OZ.

HUNKS

41

.14 OZ.

itikk

89'

4602.

41th

SUNSHINE 1607.

KELLOGGS 1101.

0 BEEF

ito
,
4,41

$1" CHEEZ-ITS

CORN FLAKES

REG. $2.59
SEALTEST

OFFEE

LB. BAG

-.wpm

gas

Pest 40*/
Bran Hellas

Grope Nets
Cereal

09

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 2982

.

..E0111211/L.—

AMR 40•AIM eV& 0,VC %Ow

mit One Per Family
Cycle
r

Limit One Per Family

Imperial
Margarine

1

2/994
t.eat.ttrt.
•'•.- •

•

•1

6S

Lb. Pkg.

tood Only At Storey's

Good Only At Storey's
• Exp. 2-9-82

Oood Only At Storey's
Exp. 2-9-82

410/0:4P2'1..

Diet
Imperial
Margarine

.-

4 1

Dog Feed

t.-7:scoaMairt4z43-/osiosex
. •

NM OM

Limit OCUPH ne Pet Family

24 oz.

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 2-9-82

$ 2

6 PK.

masteeples'

LimitOne Per Fomily

$1

$189 TEA BAGS

$239 TISSUE

Limit One Per Family

le Si.

LIPTON OCT.

CHARMIN BATHROOM

XWELL HOUSE

Exp 2-9-82
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U.S.
GOV'T
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STAMPS
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We Accept U.S. Gov't Food Stomps

A Scat hnvs(Ipaily Store

Home Owned
& Home Operated

•

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS
I

WILLIAMS PORK

SIRLOIN TIP

SAUSAGE

•STEAK
LIMIT 3

LB.

CARVER MASTER JR.
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Sleets faces tough decision
Lamont Sleets stands
only about 5-10, but he's
held up pretty well lately
despite carrying the
weight of the world on his
shoulders.
Sleets, who began practice with his Murray
State basketball teammates Tuesday, is struggling with the decision to
either try and salvage the
remainder of the 1981-82
season or apply for a
hardship case and make
a comeback next season.
Monday night, after
receiving approval from
his physician Dr. John
Golberg, Sleets met with
MSU coach Ron Greene
and decided to take the
situation day-by-day concerning his recovery
from an injury Dec. 2.
In Tuesday's practice
the evidence of Sleets'
stress fracture in his left
foot was undetectable by
sideline observers. He
cut, stopped, drove,
jumped (to a certain extent) and shot like the
Sleets of old ... but afterwards he refused to comment on his situation.
"I'd ,rather not talk
about it right now if you
don't mind," he said, "I'd
like some time to work
things out."
No one can blame him
for not wanting to discuss
something that cotijd

TOUGH DECISION — Lamont Sleets watches from the sidelines during
Tuesday's Racer basketball workout. Sleets is practicing with the team in an
effort to determine whether to return to action this season or apply for a hardship case and sit out until next season.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

alter his career and
possibly affect the entire
MSU basketball program.
Early speculations redshirted Sleets before
anything official was announced and now the
junior guard from
Eminence, Ky., faces a
comeback in his mental
as well as physical
recovery.
The physical aspect
should be nothing compared to the battle going
on inside his head. Timing, patterns, plays and
technique have come
almost naturally for
Sleets and should be
minor details to polish.
It's the mental part
that will be the toughest
to combat.
"Maybe he has mixed
emotions about it all, I'm.
not sure," said Greene
before Tuesday's session.
"We'll just have to wait
and see how things
develop."
Greene inserted Sleets
into the yellow-shirted
lineup against the
predominantly starting
five in half-court action
Tuesday. Sleets played
man-to-man opposite
Glen Green, Walt Davis,
Brian Stewart and Tom
Adams throughout the 30
minutes of team drills
and to most of the sideline

which direction to take.
Should he attempt to
break into the starting
lineup in mid-February?
-Why break up a winning'
combination," others
counter.

crew he stood his ground
successfully.
No timetable has been
set for determining
Sleets' recovery or
withdrawl. Fortunately
he'll have a long week's
practice before Murray
State travels to Austin
Peay on Sunday and then

Should he sit out the remainder of the season,
giving him two more
complete years toy and
break the school's alltime scoring record? Or
should he think of the
team's needs this year,
possibly being used only
for spot duty in tournament play?

is idle until the Death
Valley swing to
Morehead and Eastern
Kentucky the following
Thursday and Saturday.
The workouts with the
team should give him
time to polish his overall
performance and obtain
better perspective on

The decision's tough
enough without additional second-guessing
pressure. I'm just glad
it's not my decision to
make.

New swim teams compete Thursday
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Calloway County and
Murray high schools will
be represented- for the
first time in a swim meet
this season when both
...teams travel to
Hopkinsville Thursday.
The two teams,
organized last - month,
have been practicing
simultaneously and sharing the same coach —
Laurie Martin, coach of

the Calloway-Murray.
Swim Team.
Both squads are
preparing for regional
competition Feb. 12-13 in
Bowling Green and
possibly for a chance to
swim in the state meet
afterwards.
Although neither team
possesses an - overall
strength, several individual swimmers have
opportunities to represent the two local schools

in higher competition. .
Thursday will be the
first meet for CCHS and
MHS • against a
Hopkinsville team which
has practiced since the
swimming season began
last September.
"We're not expecting to
win the meet, but it will
give our kids experience
against other swimmers
and an opportunity to talk
to other swimmers and
see how they train, how

'AMERICAN MOTORS PRESENTSTHE OLD CAR RETIREMENT PLAN

AMC WILL GIVE
YOU UP TO $500 TO
RETIRE YOUR
BOTTOMLESS PIT.

hard they have to work
and all," Martin said.
The double-duty coach
said she hopes the program will catch on in both
schools and help initiate
interest for the summer
and fall programs.
The first practice saw
over 50 swimmers attend
although the number has
dwindled to about 3540
hard core enthusiasts.
"Most of our swimmers
that are sticking with us
have competed in the
summer 'programs
before. We're hoping this
will help keep their interest up year-round and
give us a base to start
from," Martin said.
Martin says any kind of
recognition by the swimmers this year will help
promote the sport at the
individual schools.
"The season is essentially over — we're coming in at the tail end
whereas most of the

schools have been at it
since last fall. But we've
got a lot of enthusiasm
and we're doing better
than I thought we would,"
Martin said.
One of the biggest problems confronting the
teams is a lack of pool
time. Practice at the
Murray State facility is
limited to one hour per
day, between 3:30 and
4:30 p.m.
Also, a lack of experienced swimmers has
hindered both teams.
"This isn't a learn-toswim program," said
Jackie Town, a program
supporter. "We had to
turn down some of the
kids because we don't
have time to teach them
the strokes. We're hoping
this will get some of the
kids interested so they'll
attend sessions in the spring and summer when the
different strokes are
taught."

WHYSPEND
MORE FOR A
CONSERVATIONIST
ELECTRIC WATER
HEATER?
To save hundreds of
dollars, that's why.
Get up to $500 extra
'78 or '77 $300
for your gas-gulping
t_'76 or'75 $400
trade-in if you buy
'74 or older $500 I
a,new Spirit, Concord
or Eagle by March 31st. to $500 bonus on top of its

miriviadiour.m4

alst

I

Were making it easier for you
to buy the new car you need.
By paying you more to trade
in you6^ old car. If its a '78 or
older, you can now get a $300

•Opoonal 5 speed sh,l,
iOr
parrson Your rorreafe rrraf Vat) w.th speed,
weather lop Ieoqtt, 1-loghwa), figures lower

32 [211

I'A
E

37T2 mST•
Concord
DL

__dealer trade-in allowance.
Direct from American Motors.
And the older your car is. the
more you II get.

EPA

Eagle wagon

_

•

Bargain water heaters cost
more to operate because
they're less efficient in the
heating cycle They're also
less efficient.in retaining
heat. And heat loss is dollars
out of your pocket.
That's not true with a
Conservationist* electrii
water heater. The initial
cost is a few dollars more,
yes. But they're less
expensive in the long run
because they're far more
energy efficient . thanks to
double density insulation
• and many other energy
saving features.
If you want more reasons
why a Conservationistwater heater should be your
number one choice in watur
heaters, call us today.

A.O.Smith Conservationist Water Heaters.
The investment-that works

WE MINT YOU

I

HAVE A NEW , ;

tains, AMC-Jeep & Renault
641 N.
7534448
Inc.

I

Murray Supply
Company
208 E. Main

753-3361

EVERYBODY OUTTA THE POOL — Laurie Martin, swim coach for both
Calloway County and Murray high schools, directs swimming practice at
Murray State's swimming pool Tuesday. The two teams are preparing for
their first meet,Thursday,at Hopkinsville.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

NCAA reclassifies 39
schools to class 1-AA
MISSION,Kan.(AP)— are members of a Divi- ference in which at least
The National Collegiate sion I-AA league to make six teams play football
Athletic Association has a decision, said Dave and more than half meet
reclassified 39 schools to Cawood, an NCAA the Division I-A criteria.
its Division I-AA in foot- spokesman.
If a school fails to meet
Those schools — such the third
ball competition, reduccriteria, it may
ing the number of I-A as Yale, Wichita State, remain in Division I-A if
Central Michigan — must it has averaged 20,000
schools from 137 to 92.
The decision announc- drop to Division I-AA if paid attendance in all
ed Tuesday increases the they want to continue M games for a four-year
number of Division I-AA their conferences or period, with at least four
schools to 89. The become independents if home games a year.
numbers could change they want to play as Divibecause the classification sion I-A members, .he
of six schools that had said.
been classified I-A is still
Cawood said the
undetermined pending schools that moved down
further NCAA study.
to Division I-AA failed to
The action was the meet three criteria for
result of a decision at a Division I-A memberspecial NCAA convention ship:
In December. All Ivy
—Sponsor at least eight
League members but varsity sports, including
Yale were reclassified to football.
Murray tennis pro Mel
Division I-AA as a result
—Play at least 60 per- Purcell teamed with Eliot
of the action Tuesday.
cent of their games
Also among those drop- against Division I-A Teltscher to defeat
Barazs Taroczy and
ped from Division I-A to members.
Division I-AA were all
—Have averwd more Thomas Smid 6-4, 7-6, to
Southern Conference than 17,000 paid atten- share a purse of0$15,000 at
schools, four of the six dance at home games for the world championship
Southland Conference the past four years, or Tennis Gold Coast Cup
members, all but three of play in a stadium that Classic at Del Ray Beach,
the 10 Mid-American Con- contains at least 30,000 Na.,last weekend.
ference schools, five of seats and have averaged
Czechoslavakia's Ivan
the eight Missouri Valley 17,000 paid home attenLend!,
ranked second in
Conference members and • dance for at least one of
the world, won his eighth
three of the seven Pacific the past four years.
Cawood said there were straight tournament by
Coast Athletic Associadefeating Aust..alian
tion schools.two notable exceptions.
The reclassification, efA school may stay in Peter McNamara 6-4, 4-6,
fective Sept. 1, will force Division I-A, despite fail- 6-4, 7-5, to capture the
some schools that are still ing to meet the above $300,000 Classic's first
classified Division I-A but criteria, if it is in a con- place.

Purcell,
Teltscher
win doubles
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MHS stopped after 13 straight

Tiger win streak ends with Lowes
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
Murray High Coach
Cary Miller looked up
from his stat sheets from
Tuesday's loss to Lowes,
shook his head and said,
"There's not too many
times you can outscore
the other team in field
goals and still lose."
However, this was one
of those rare occassions,
as the Blue Devils of
Graves County used free
throws to make up the
margin of difference as
they hit 20 of 28 from the
stripe, 16 of 20 in the first
half.
The Tigers, in comparison, hit only five of
nine for the game, with
guard Ted Duffy hitting
all his four foul shots.
Duffy's 18 points led all
scorers, but the offense
lost his input when he
fouled out with 6:38 in the
final quarter.
Murray slipped by as
many as nine points
behind the Blue Devils in
the second quarter,
rallied to cut it to two in
the third but were behind
48-42 at the end of three
periods.
"We had our chances,"
Miller said. "We got
behind early and we just
couldn't get over the top
... we had every chance to
win the ballgame down

e.
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3ry?
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STREAK ENDED - Stuart Alexander (25)
shoots over a Lowes player in Tuesday's 60-57 Murray loss. The Tigers' win streak was halted at 13
- straight.
Staff photo by John Salerno

The Blue Devils' Spicer
put his team ahead with a
field goal, and Murray
called for time at 1:38.
Lowes again made a
Tiger comeback tough
with a steal and a layup to
ahead by three with :50 to
o to set up the game's
key call.
McMillen d o v e
downcourt and inti the
lane and dished off a
assist to West, whose
suing layup would have
cut the margin to one.
Although he made the
layup, an official had his
hand raised but gave no
indication who committed the foul. McMillen
and Spicer were on the
deck, and the official
charged an offensive foul
to McMillen on the drive.
Spicer hit the one-andone and Murray went
down by five with :40 left,
and managed to score a
basket and cause a ',owes
turnover before it was
over.
Lowes Coach Jim Long,
whose team is also 13said, we tried to play
our game. About half we
were playing our game
and the other half we
played their game." And
the coach played down
the importance of the
game at this part of the
season. This is all for
sportswriters and fans

horses. The driver said he
will appeal.
At the Jan.22 court
hearing, tapes were
shown of three races in
which Howard allegedly
drove in a manner that
was designed to help his
son win. Howard denied
that he has ever worked
in collusion with anyone
to fix the outcome of
races.
Kunzman said he based
his decision favoring the
track on the past record
of violations involving
Howard as well as complaints by patrons and
horsemen.
Kunzman noted that his
decision applies only to
Louisville Downs and not
to any other track in Kentucky or elsewhere at
which Howard is eligible
to race.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The question of the
night, following Calloway
County's 64-58 Homecoming loss to Camden,
Tenn., was:
Would Keith Lovett
have made the difference
for the Lakers?
"I'm sure it would have
been a tighter ballgame,"
said Laker coach Chic
Nute.
"It would have been
different. We wouldn't
have had any 14-point
leads, anyway," admitted David Wright whose
Camden Lions clinched
their 17th win to only five
losses.
Lovett, a 6-2 junior, cut
the bottom of four toes on
one foot in a shower accident a week ago and
represented a 19-point
average sitting in street
clothes on the Laker
bench Tuesday night.
He is expected to return
possibly next Tuesday,
but Nute says his team
must learn to adjust to
life without Lovett in the

margin at 11 until
halftime when the teams
retired at 32-21.
Forward Jeff Garrison
spurred a Laker rally in
the second half, collecting 13 points for the
game and cutting the
Lion lead to as little as 4237 with :10 remaining in
Tuesday the Lions took the third period.
advantage of the lack of
Laker guard Craig
Lovett, plus poor shooting Darnell and forward Dan
and erratic ballhandling Key tied for top team
by the Lakers to upset the h000rs with ...13 points
hosts.
apiece, while Tebbetts
Center William Jones
popped in 11 first-half
points enroute to a 13point night and guard Jon
Duffy topped all scorers
with 16 for the Lions.

meantime.
Since Lovett's departure the Lakers have split
a pair of games - winning at St. Mary's last Friday, but losing at home
last night.
- Currently the Calloway
boys are 8-7.

DETROIT (AP) - on the pro tennis tour and
Billie Jean King a close friend of King's.
apologize for my
defaulted by walking off
the court during the third behavior. It was not pro!
set of the $15ff,000 Avon fessional," King said.
Championships of Detroit "Everybody in the stands
after she saw an apparent is going to think it's the
officiating. It was not."
ace called a fault.
On two occasions, she
But the three-time
Detroit tournament win- questioned calls by the ofner insisted her action ficials. On Monday night,
Tuesday night was due to their calls also brought
her inability to concen- - jeers from spectators at
Cobo Arena.
trate-not poor judging.
King said she intended
"Emotionally, I was
not up to my game, and I _ to continue in the Detroit
could not concentrate on tournament's doubles
hitting the ball," King competition, adding, "I
said. "It was not the of- will if my partner Mane
Kloss) will have me."
ficiating."
Earlier Tuesday night,
Ann Kiyomura was
declared the winner, 3-6, top-seeded Andrea
Jaeger overpowered Eva
6-3,1-0.
King said she was upset Pfaff of West Germany 6and has "not been 100 0, 6-1. The 16-year-old
percent" since last week, - Jaeger, ranked fourth in
when she learned of the the world, needed less
shooting death Andrea ,than an hour to advance
Buchanan, a black player _ to the second round in the

Camden possessed a 106 edge in the first period
when Laker center Bryan
Tebbetts was sidelined
with two fouls at 2:52.
In Tebbetts' absence
the Lions out-scored
Calloway 11-4 and took a
commanding 21-10 lead
early in the second
period.
The Lakers held
steady, keeping the

Tuesday Games
CALLOWAY 77 50, CAMDEN
Tenn .,44
MURRAY 57, LOWES 60
Allen Central 54, Wheelwright 42
Allen Co. 75, Metcalfe Co 59
Ashland Fairview 69, West Carter 56
Ashland Holy Family 59, PainLsville
52
Auburn 72, Lewisburg 51
Bardstown Bethlehem $8. Nelson Co
46
Betsy Layne 76, Prestonsburg 43
Boyle Co. 63, Richmond Model 50
Breckinridge Co 59, Hancock Co. 51
Bretnen 56, Todd Central SS
Bockhorn 63, Jackson $9
Campbell Co, 50, Dayton 47
campheusetue 77, Adair Co. 61
Mayfield 41
Carly

0PY AVAILABLE

WISHFUL THINKING - Junior Keith Lovett
watches his Calloway County teammates warm-up
for Tuesday's Homecoming game against Camden,
Tenn. Lovett, who cut his foot a week ago, will
sidelined until next week. Behind Lovett is Laker
coach Chic Nute.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

weeklong tournament.
Known for her steady
baseline game, Jaeger
turned more aggressive
and repeatedly came to
the net against her taller
opponent.
"I've been trying to do
it (come to the net)
more," she said. "If I get
in a real close match, I'll
stay back and stick with
my game. but if I'm winning I'll go for (the net).
"I've been setting a lot
more confidence in
myself at the net," said
the 5-foot-2 high school
student from Lincolnshire, Ill.
Fifth-seeded Anne
Smith defeated Pam
Casale, 6-2, 6-3 in the last
singles match of the evening. In a first-round
doubles match, topseeded Rosie Cassis and
Wendy Turnbull of
Australia, defeated Lea

and Brad Miller combined for 15 of the Lakers' 29
rebounds.
Calloway out rebounded the Lions 2919, although the margin is
misleading. Most of the
Laker boards were snatched offensively.
Whenever the Lions shot
the caroms were few or
quickly accounted for.
The Lions poured on the
steam in the second half
to pull ahead by as much
as 12 in the final period

when the Lakers were
forced to dip into junior
varsity reserves.
"Camden is a welldisciplined bunch,"
praised Nute, "They're a
tough team and, not to
take anything away from
them, we had one of our
worst efforts of the
season. We were flat and
I guess that's my fault.
But I never did like
Homecomings' because
minds tend to wander
from the things you're

supposed t.6-be doing
Calloway Count. . ,t
contest is at Fariiiii4.-.,t(,n
on Friday. Farmingt...led by the region's
scorer - Rusty Pigg,
defeated a month ago T:iy
CCHS at home 95-67.
CALLOWAY COUNTY 156;
Miller 2 0-0 4 eutte,:yard 2 s'
Tabbetts 2,16, Key 5 4-.2 13,„C6arr
12, Sher Afar
11. Darned
'
Doody I 8-0
Totals - 208-1353
CAMDEN 1641
Duffy 16-714'; Smith 0 :;-6 i, 3:
1.• dm.'31:..:,
1-2 13:Miadrii
ToIaLi- 24 16-2261
' -41-5:3
Halituat
_

1981 Citation

1982 Cavalier

Stock No.652

Stock No.673

"

Antonoplis and Nancy
Yeargin,6-3,6-0.
In other first-round
matches Tuesday, No. 2
seed Mima Jausovec of
Yugoslavia downed Kate
Latham, 6-2, 6-2; No. 6
seed Mary Lou Piatek
defeated Leigh Anne
Thompson, 6-2, 1-6, 6-2;
and No. 7 seed and defending champ Leslie Allen
beat Kim Jones,6-3,6-1.
Also Tuesday, Bonnie
Gadusek beat
Czechoslovakia's Helena
Sukova, 6-2, 6-4; Wendy
White defeated Betsy
Nagelsen, 6-4, 6-4, and
South Africa's Rosalyn
Fairbank got by Yeargin,
6-3,7-5.

Lists For
Discount
Sale Price
Rebate

-$86-13-49 Lists-For

$4149,7

$865.52 Discount
$7747.97 Sale Price
-$750.00 Rebate

Your $
94
Cost 6997
Cost
Your

$7748 Q7
S750

$699897

1982 Celebrity

1982 Chevette

Stock No.631

Stock No.676

111,111k...

Three first-round, four
second-round and two
doubles matches are
scheduled for today. The
tournament winner will
receive $30,000.

Lists For
Discount
Sale Price
Rebate

Laurel Co. 79, Madison Cantra157
Lewis Co.67, Tollaboro 54 Lea. Bryan Station 85, Harrison Co 37
Allen Central 48,
. Wheelwright 26
Lone Oak 44, Heath 41
Allen Co. 48, Metcalfe Co 43
Lou Ballard*, Lou. Fern Creek 60
Anderson Co. 46,Spencer Co. 21
Lou. Central* Lou. Butler 57
Auburn 12, Lewisburg 35
Lou. Dom id, Lou. Bishop David 51
Belh-y 67, Millard 48
Lou. Eastern 44, Lou. Trinity 43
Caverns 54, Potter Christian 18
Lou FalnlaS&Lou.DeSaiea4O
Daviess Co. 71. Owensboro Catholic $4
Lou. Jeffersontown $4 Lou. Seneca 51
East Carter 66, Bath Co 55
Lou. Moore IS, Lou. Atherton 44
Eminence 23, Lou. Ninth &028
Fort Krim 40, west Hardin 31
North Bonin 62, Triznble Co 40
Hart Co. 44, Barren CO 39
North Hardin 65, Elizabethtown 45
,
Johns Creek 44,Elkhorn City 33
Oldham Co 67, Ky. Country Day 52
Knox Central 65, Jackson Co. 48
Paducah Tilghman 75, Ballard
Ky Country Day 55, Portland ChrisMemoria163
uan 29
Paris 41, Frankfort W.Hills 64
Ky Deaf 37. Hazel Green 33
Red Bird 55, Williamsburg 45
Lou Ballard 56, Lou Fern Creek 30
Russell 73, Boyd Co. 72
Lou
Butler 43, Lou Central 37
Russellville 65, Butler Co. 50
Lou Fa irdale 89, Lou Presentation $9
Scott Co. 54, Frardifort 47
Jeffersontown
50, Lou Seneca 36
Lou
Shelby Co 814, Bullitt Central 50
Lou Malt 61_,Lciu Angela Merict 56
Sheldon Clark 66, Lawrence Co 86
Lou.
Mow
75,
Lou
Atherton 56 _
Somerset 77, Barbcwrville 47
Lou Southern 60, Lou Valley 51
Spencer co 40 Wood!crd Co 36
Waggener
58,
Lou Pleasure
Lou
'Taylor Co. 73, Creen 1-o. 54
Ridge 40
Co.64, Madisonville 63
Co.81, Webeder Co 56
Madisonville 68, Trigg Co $4
Vihor 112, Belfry 57
'Marion Co 43. Bunn F:ast 41

$9820.27
$1152.03
$8668.24
-500.00

f::itr $81 68'4

Lists For
Discount
Sale Price
Rebate

eoustr
Y

S527 1 ')-1
$74.20
S-5197 44
-500.00

469744

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617 641 S. Murray
•I

a

Murray High's
freshmen boys travelled
to Benton Monday and
returned with their fifth
victory in 10 games.
The Tigers improved
their 20-18 halftime lead
to a 96-36 runaway.
The previous meeting
between the two team's
saw Benton triumph by a
single point on a shot with
04 remaining.
Thursday MHS hits the
road for a game at South
Marshall.

$75000

SCOREBOARD
Central City 62, Greenville 57
Chandlers 88, Fordsville 53
Clark Co 49, Montgomery Co 40
Cloverport 63,Canrielton,Ind 55
Cumberland Co.62, Tompkinsville 39
Danville 75, Ky Deaf 58
Daviess Co 66, Owensboro Catholic 57
East Carter 66, Flaceland 56
Edmonson Co 57, Glasgow 51
Eminence 54, Lou. Ninth &050 OT
Erlanger Lloyd 65, Covington
Catholic 47
Farmington 85, Fancy Farm
Fleming-Neon 80, Dorton 66
Fort Thomas Highlands MI, Bellevue
46
ranklin Co. la, Bath Co. 40
ulton Co. 51, Union City,Tenn ,45
Garrard Co M,Estill Co. 77
Graham 68, Drakesboro 61
Grant Co 61, Conner 47
Harlan 52, Bell Co 50
Hart Co 63, Barren Co 56
Hazel Green 86, Riverside 71
Jenkins 69, Feds Creek 47
Jessamine Co 75, Richmond MadiSon
$901
Johnson Central 74, Pikeville 61
1.iiw.,Co45va,tWirdaiM

MURRAY I7
McMillen 4 1-2 9, Dully 7 4-4 8 Pace 2
044, McCuiston 1 0-0 2, Alexander 30-0
6, West 6 0-3 12, Wells 30-06
LOW=(111
Ray 4 8-11 16; Tory 0 2-2 2; Spicer 4 47 12; Adams 32-3 8 Thompon 7 2-3 16.
EIleaood22-26
Halftime - Lowes 34, MHS 213

SAVE AS MUCH AS

King quits match after ace called fault

High school
basketball

because what happens in
March is most important."
Miller agreed, and said
-we played better in this
game than we did in some
games that we won.
There'll be brighter days
ahead."
And what about the
streak coach?
"We'll just have to
start another one," he
said.
Murray's next game is
.m. Friday at home
a
t Symsonia.

Lovett might have made difference for Loiters

Howard barred
from Louisville
harness racing
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Harness racing
resumes Thursday night
at Louisville Downs but
the'track's all-time
leading driver won't be
competing.
The Downs has barred
Dave Howard, 45, of
North Vernon, Ind., on
the grounds that his continued presence would
damage the track's
credibility with the
public.
Howard took Louisville
Downs to court over the
matter last month but
Jefferson Circuit Judge
George Kunzman ruled
that the track's decision
"was a reasonable exercise of discretionary
business judgment..."
and that the Downs was
within its authority in
barring Howard and his

toward the end, but we
just couldn't get a key
play to do it."
The Tigers, with a 13game win streak in the
balance, cut Lowes' lead
to three with 5:47 left
when Ronnie Pace pulled
down a defensive rebound, passed to David
McMWen who assisted on
an Al Wells layup.
No one scored until two
minutes later when Tiger
center Jimmy West,
covered by Lowes' 6-6
center Don Spicer, spun
around at the foul line
and lofted a two-pointer
to bring Murray within a
point.
But a Blue Devil 4-point
play reopened the gap asDale Ray followed a
teammate's second free
throw attempt with a
layup, was fouled, and hit
the foul shot.
Tiger David McCuiston
then came off the bench
and scored a clutch
bucket and McMillen
followed with a deft steal
and layup to edge within
one with 3:00 left.
Lowes seemed to be losing its grip on the game
with a turnover and Murray's West - who had 12
points - capitalized on
the opportunity to put the
fighting Tigers on top for
the first time since the
opening minutes.
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Tv coverage causes -

Scouting life-long commitment to man

agruments in senate

•

WASHINGTON (AP)The Senate bogged down
Tuesday over whether to
put itself on television,
with opponents claiming
cameras would turn a
great deliberative body
into a forum for "oneliners."
While backers argued
that it was time for the
Senate to enter the television age, foes contended
that senators were more
in need of protection from
the temptation to ham it
up.
"Senators will feel
'Under's burden of being
where the cameras are,"
said Sen. Aussell Long,
D-La., who is threatening
to filibuster to keep
cameras out of the
Senate.
While the House has
been televised since early

1979, cameras are still
forbidden in the Senate
chamber, even _though
many fienate committees
allow them.
Majority Leader
Howard H. Baker, R. Tenn., is leading the
move to change that rule
and permit installation of
five to eight television
cameras.
Although specific plans
haven't been formulated,
the system most likely
would he installed by the
Senate itself and run by
Senate employees, with
the broadcast signal then
made available to commercial radio and television - the procedure now
followed in the House.
The House coverage is
currently carried on
cable television in all 50
states.

AT&T earnings higher
than 1980 figures
NEW YORK (AP) - and concentrate on equipAmerican Telephone & ment development and
Telegraph Co., the production, as well as
world's largest corpora- long-distance telephone
tion, earned $6.89 billion and communications serin 1981, a 13.7 percent in- vices.
crease over 1980, it anAT&T would be left
nounced Tuesday.
with its Long Lines, Bell
The company reported Telephone Laboratories
its 1981 operating revenue Inc., Western Electric
was $58.2 billion, a 14.4 Co. and a new internapercent gain over 1980's tional division.
$50.9 billion.
"Clearly it was time to
Earnings per share, on
788 million average act," said. Brown, "time
shares, were $8.55, up 4.7 to put uncertainties
percent from $8.17 in 1980 behind us and begin
when 724 million shares reshaping the Bell
System's structure and
were outstanding.
Charles L. Brown, operations to match the
AT&T chairman, said requirements of a new
AT&T fell somewhat era."
short of its growth projecThe case is pending in
tions, reflecting, in part, ,Washington before U.S.
"an economy that started District Judge Harold H.
the year strong but closed Greene, who had been
in recession."
overseeing the antitrust
Under an agreement trial. He plans to solicit
reached with the federal public comment through
government in January, early April before
AT&T plans to spin off its deciding whether' to- p22 operating companies prove the settlement.

4

FONDA AND SON - Actress Jane Fonda clowns
with her son, Troy at their California home.In a recent article in Ladies Home Journal, Faida asserts
that if any of her children were caught using drugs,
"It'll take them right down to the hospital, to the
floor where all the burntout kids are. . . the
adolescents where their brains fried. And I will take
them through the ward and show them the consequences."
(AP Laserphoto)

Defense spending plan
may be increased
WASHINGTON(AP)Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger has
told a congressional committee that President
Reagan will raise his request for defense spending authorization by
more than $5 billion, congressional sources said.
The request for actual
cash outlays in the fiscal
year beginning Oct. 1 will
be about $216 billion, unchanged from previous
estimates, the sources,
who asked not to be
quoted by name, said
Tuesday night.
In December, Pentagon officials said the
spending authority request would be about $250

billion - a figure raised
by Weinberger to more
than $255 billion.
One source familiar
with Weinberger's
testmony Tuesday behind
closed doors 'for the
Senate Armed Services
Committee said new inflation estimates accounted for most of the increase.
That authorization
figure differs from spending because it covers,
projects that extend over
severely/ears.
Actial spending in 'the
current year is expected
to be about $182 billion
with authorization of
about$222 billion.

LEXINGTON, K.
(AP) - When he stepped
in as assistant scoutmaster foehis son's troop
in Birmingham in 1922,
Sumner "Skipper" Davis
could not have known it
would be a lifelong commitment.
Davis, who celebrated
his 97th birthday last
week, is one of the
longest-serving scout
leaders in the United
States after serving in
that capacity for about 30'
years.
"I didn't kno-w
anything about it, but I
had no reason not to help,
so I did," Davis said,
recalling his first job with
the scouts.
Not long after that, in
1928, he helped organize

the Sea Scouts, which was
the forerunner of the Explorers, a scouting
organization for older
boys.
Davis started what he
said was the first such
troop in the.South. That
was an ambitious project,
considering Birmingham
is not particularly close
to any large bodies of
water.
That didn't stop pavis,
whose troop met in a
church.
"We met inside, but the
area was designed like a
fully rigged ship," he
recalled. "The boys sat
around a gunwhale and I
drilled them, from tying
knots to reading navigation charts."
Davis attributed his

troop's rapid success to
discipline.
"Discipline made them
behave," he said. "I
always told them to `stay
with the boat.' Since I
couldn't swim, they knew
to take me seriously."
Although he hasn't
been so actively involved
with the Boy Scouts in the
last 10 years, Davis, who
in 1933 won the highest
scouting honor an adult
can receive, faithfully
renews his registration
every year.
The former engineer
still corresponds with
about 40 of his' former
scouts and when he turned 95, he received over
100 birthday cards.
"All I can say is that
they were trustworthy,

loyal, helpful... ,": he
said, as he recited liom
memory the Boy Sceut
creed:
Many of his scouts went
on to high positions in the
military and in industry.
During World War .11,
Davis kept in touch With
the soldiersliverseas who
had been Sea Scouts
through a newsletter,
'The Dixie Propeller.'
Davis moved here in
1976 and has done plenty
for,his family to be.prtiud
of.
"He loves to be busy,"
said his daughter Jane.
"He's been able to de so
much because he's
always been regimented
and organized. I tell him
he'll live to be 120."

Newspaper company reports earnings increose
MIAMI(AP)- KnightNewspapers
a peearrsn
dN
earnings
reported
Tuesday of $100.4 million,
an 8 percent increase
from 1980, and said its
Philadelphia newspapers
should gain circulation
and advertising from the
demise of two other
dailies in the city.
'in New York, meanwhile, Capital Cities
Communications Inc., the
broadcast, newspaper
and cable television
operator, reported a 14
percent earnings increase for the year and a
12 percent gain for the
finalquarter.
Miami-based Knight-

Ridder, which publishes
32 newspapers in 22 cities
and 12 suburban papers,
said 1981 revenue was
$1.24 billion, up from $1.1
billion. Earnings per
share were $3.09, up from
$2.87.
Knight-Ridder also has
interests in broadcast
stations and book
publishing and operates
trucking and printing
subsidiaries.
For the fourth quarter,
Knight-Ridder net income was $29.3 million,
up from $29 million, or 90
cents a share, unchanged. Fourth-quarter
revenue was $331.6
million, a 9.4 percent gain

over last year's final
w.ilon
quarter
revenue of $303
4
Robert Singleton, vice
president for finance,
said the closing of the
Philadelphia Journal in
December and the
Philadelphia Bulletin last
week will boost advertising and circulation for the
K night --it idder
newspapers there - the
Philadelphia Inquirer
and the Daily News.
For the year, Capital
Cities earnings were $80.5
million, or $6.12 a share,
up from 1980's $70.8
million, or $5.38 a share.
Revenue was $573.8
million, up from $472.1

million.
In the -final quarter,
Capital Cities said its net
was $22.4 million, a: 12
percent gain from :$20
million. Earnings per
share were $1.70, up from
$1.52. Fourth-quader
revenue was $16-2.2
million, up from $131
million.
Capital Cities owns six
television stations and 14
radio stations. It
publishes nine daily
newspapers, 31 specialized newspapers and
magazines and 22 cornmunity weeklies and
operates 51 -cable• tv
systems in 16 states.

Emergency preparation hearings conducted
CINCINNATI (API Kentuckians have a good
record for evacuating in
the face of emergencies,
and a nuclear accident in
Ohio could be handled in
stride, disaster officials
say.
-It's not a problem to
evacuate people,- Wilbur
Buntin, head of the Kentucky Disaster and
Emergency Services
Agency, testified Tuesday before the Atomic
Safety & Licensing Board
of the Nuclear
Regulatory-Commission.
The board is holding a
second week of hearings
on emergency preparations in a 10-mile radius
around the $1.3 billion
Zimmer Nuclear Power

-When a dam Bracken and Pendleton
threatened to break in counties can reject or exeastern Kentucky, pandithe order, he said.
-13,000 people disapBuntin said evacuation
peared in Johnson Coun- plans for a potential
ty" in 90 minutes after be- nuclear accident have not
ing warned.
been completed*, but
-After a barge filled should be in place by the
with chlorine gas time the Zimmer plant
threate-ned- -part of-- begins operation.
Louisville, Buntin's
Robert Alexandp.r,
evacuation specialists director of Campbell
responded "hut we didn't County Disaster Serfind anybody."
vices, said volunteer
-Spilled chemicals firefighters and police-Ofthreatened Muldraugh ficers have not said::if
two years ago, and 7,000 they would remain • nt
people fled in two hours their posts in the wake pf
"without a plan."
radiation. But he said:be
Buntin said the gover- felt they would.
nor of Kentucky can
"If they don't do their
order an.evacuation. But jobs, about-the only tfibig
the county judge- we could do is get peOple
executives in Campbell, to volunteer."

Station at Moscow,Ohio.
The plant, built by Cincinnati Gas & Electric
Co. in partnership with
Dayton Power & Light
Co. and Columbus &
Souther.n Electric Co.; is
seeking approval for a
-license to operate.
-Opponents on both the
Ohio and Kentucky sides
of the Ohio River contend
the disaster plans in Ohio
and northern Kentucky
are not adequate to
evacuate people in case
of a nuclear accident.
Buntin said his office
handles two or three
dozen evacuations a year.
He said Kentucky has a
good record for
evacuating people and
cited three examples:

Baptist seminary appoints nevipresidelW
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Dr. Roy L.
Honeycutt was named
Tuesday as the eighth
president of Southern
Baptist Theological
Seminary.
Honeycutt succeeds Dr.
Duke McCall, who is
retiring after 30 years as
president of the 123-yearold school. McCall will

become chancellor of the
seminary and continue as
president of the 30-million
member Baptist World
Alliance.
Honeycutt was the
unanimous choice of the
55 board members at the.
board of trustees meeting
and becomes head of the
largest non -tax supported college or

graduate school in Kentucky. The school has
2,500 students.
Honeycutt was on the
faculty at western
Theological Seminary in
Kansas City for 16 years
as academic dean and
professor of Old Testament and Hebrew. He
returned to Southern
Seminary in 1975 as dean

of the theology school. '
.He has written several
books including "Ames
and His Message',
"Crisis and Response"
and "These Ten Words,"
He has_also been a consulting editor for several
commentaries of biblical
subjects for Broadman
Press.

Murray Home & Auto
Phone

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

753-2571
mARDWARE ST OPF
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,
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HARDWARE
VALIJE

BARGAIN

TOOL VALUE

OF THE MONTH

OF THE MONTH

OF '1'111', MONTH
Quantities
Limited

il4-0.i lit!

n
no tools
needed

5.88 DIAPER SETS
These little folks are so cute
Embroidered or appliqued sets for
girls and boys 9 12-18 mos
Values to 8.99

5.88 NEWBORN SETS
Grandma's favorite Diaper sets
same as above Newborn size

7.88 INFANT DRESSES

6.88 ACRYLIC KNIT
CREEPERS

Little girls' dresses with embroidered
or appftqued Wm. Values 10 11.99
Sizes 9-24 mos.

Regular 8.99 sweater knit creepers
in assorted colors and styles
Sizes 9-12-18 mos.

4.88 KNIT SHAWLS

2/7.50 SLEEP 'N PLAY

Soft acrylic shawls in pastel colors
Gift boxed. Reg. 5.99

Boxed 1 pc stretch terry sleepers
come in an assortment of solid colors
`or prints S-M -L. Reg. 3.99

-ger

6.88 KNIT SHAWLS
Reg 7.99 acrylic shawls. Choose
from popcorn stitch or multi color
pastels.

now
QUANTMES
UNITED

799
J

now

566
MAN

While Supplies Last

Antique Finish
SOFT SEAT
Cushioned vinyl seat is
installed with a dial-on ,
hinge --so seat is also
removable for cleaning
Decorator colors DD1-4r)

2irtl sirs
Home File
Organizing System
The home filing system
designed to hold checks,
receipts and other important papers. Heavyduty plastic check and
2612
% tax file, indexes

now

9
While
Supclies Last

4-IN.
HOME SHOP VISE
Heavy-duty construction.
Chrome-plated handle &
drive screw Doublelocking -base. swivels
360 . Built in pipe laws:
47in. jaws
MV-440
Quantities limited

-
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Johnson's
Baby
Shampoo

Prices Good Thru Feb. 7

Infant & Toddler

For Boys & Girls
Winter Clearance Sale

Clothing

;
1

Gentle Enough To Usa Ivory Dey
Decongestant Cough
Formula
6 Oz. Bottle

16 or Bottle
Sale

Sweet'N
Low

KIN

ose

9

100 Packets

860, 840,
B-35, B-20
Sale Your Choice

S.

Raintree
Hand & Body
Lotion

Greaseless, Medicated

Greaseless Absorbs Instantly

Sale

10 Oz. Bottle

White Rain
Hair Spray

r-Aro

88

Gets The Red Out
Clears Irritation
1/
2

xandP•r,
ampDell
:er
olunteer
police-of-

$

Oz. Plastic Bottle
Sale

Riopan
Antacid
Suspension

24 oz. bottle
$

do thiir
nly thing
et peat:4e

1.111111..

1 38

$138
12 Oz. Bottle

Sale

nt
Regular, Menthol, LemonLime 8 Tropical Coconut

n several
"Amas
ssage!',
esponse"
Words,"
!n a emir several
f biblical
roadman

Sale

Brews I to 4 maps. Worming plate keeps
:Oleo at perfect serving temperature
lor hours. N.. H15123
Site SIII 95
11114. lobate 55 00

Sale $ 1 28

Moo

Kleenex Towels

Your Final Cost

FAMILY PACK

Jumbo Roll
Sale

$1395

Sale

.
11

Kitchen
Towels

Youth Sizes -Reg. $14.99

76% Cotton24% Polyester
Reg. $1.19

Boys Sizes Reg. $16.99
Sale Priced At Only

Save
Up
To $10.01

$698

Sale

SAVE 1/3

$

$369

29

Reg. $4.99 Sale

Reg. $5.49 Sale

Boys

Fashion Jeans
On-Sale

79

Reg. To $12.99 Sizes 4-7 Now

$888
Boy's
Fruit of The Loom

Thermal
Underwear

Sale

Replacement
Bowl
Finest Quality
heat resistant gloss
10 cup fits most all popular
automatic coffee makers.

The family size easy fryer. Easy to clean,
easy to use. Non-stick surface with lift and
drain spoon. Model 5420

$788

Sizes 8 and Up Now

445
te Pot

88c

Corduroy House Shoes

Toasts to please
every member of
your family. Easy to clean
crumb tray. Model T-17

Presto
Fry Daddy
Electric
Deep Fryer

I
I

Boy's

Toaster

694

f

/0 Off Sizes 5-1O
Riegel
Homecar'e

Rubber Boots

Automatic

Box of 200

mis

Sizes 4-14

Slush Boots

G.E. 2 Slice

Kleenex
Facial
Tissue

Off

Entire Stock Ladies

Delsey
Bathroom Tissue

0

lk. 1151(11

/3

Great Savings

4 Rolls

2 F 99

Sale

Sweaters 50°A Off
Coats 50% Off
Insulated Vests 50% Off
Wool Skirts 50%
Jumpers 50% Off

Low Sodium

Norelco Express
4 Cup Auto Drip
Coffee Maker

:.hool. •

By
Garanimals
Pants, Tops and
Sweaters
Now

Boys
Insulated
Brown Lace-Up

Log Cabin
Syrup

main. •
wake lof
e said:tie

Sportswear

Ladies Department
Clearance Sale

25

109

40% Off
Girls

18

$1

Visine
%sing Eye Drops
eye drops

Save Up To

Regular, Extra Hold,
Unscented, Ultra Hold
7.5 Or. Aerosol Can

Conditioning Nail Color

Sale

19

$

Sale

1001. Jar

ed

•

Noxzema
Skin
Cream

$1 86
I.

$258
884

Oral B
/ The Tooth/Gum Brush

Granulated
Sugar Substitute 7
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quarter,
id itszet
on,
rom 420
ngs per
, up from
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$163.2
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Men's

Thermal
Socks

Just Received
Tops or Bottoms

3/$388

""9
Only

"
Sale $2 1

No. DNF-10

Sale $299

Rinso •
Heavy Duty
Detergent

r?

Sale

$ 1 19

Men's Blanket Lined

Work Coats
465.

U
o

By

Brown Poly Cotton
Style 5C4OBLC
Req. $1,22.99

n

NSale
•
r488

Save $8 11
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Members unhappy with chairman

Obituaries
Rites planned Mrs. Hill's
for Mrs. Gore services
Services for Mrs. to be Friday
Grace Mathis Gore will
be Thursday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Linn
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Steve
Guarnerous will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Unity Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home from 11
a.m. to 9 p.m. today.
Mrs. Gore, 82, Rt. 3,
Benton, died Tuesday at 2
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was
a member gf Unity
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Born July 12, 1899, she
was the daughter of the
late George Nanney and
Alice Williams Nanney.
Survivors include three
daughters, Dorothy
Starks, Almo, Opal
Starks, Rt. 2, and Norma
Jean Clanton, Mississippi; two sons, George
Mathis, California, and
Olvie Mathis, Almo.
Also surviving are a
stepdaughter, Otha
Darnell, Rt. 2; three stepsons, Frank Gore, Rt. 3,
Benton, Joe Gore, Hardin, and Bob Gore,
Detroit; a sister, Gertie
Henderson, Rt. 1, Betnon.
Eight grandchildren,
eight greatgrandchildren, four
great-gr_e_atg-randchildren,
one great-great-great
grandchild, and several
stepgrandchildren also
survive.

Hargrove
services
conducted
Services for Mrs. Juliet
McCuiston Hargrove
were today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield,
The Rev. Harry Yates officiated.
Burial was in Mayfield
Memory Gardens.
Mrs. Hargrove,82, Farmington, died Monday at
7:40 p.m. at'Mills Manor
Nursing Home, Mayfield.
She is survived by her
husband, Joe E.
Hargrove; a daughter,
Jessie Mae Scott, Seattle,
Wash.; two sons, Joseph
M. Hargrove, Mayfield,
and John Richard
Hargrove, Hazel Park,
Mich.
Five sisters surviving
are Mrs. Max Hurt and
Mrs. -Newell Doores,
Kirksey, Mrs. Norvie
Riley, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Ira Morgan and Mrs. Sonney Barnhill, Hazel.
Also surviving are
three brothers, Rupert
McCuiston, Kirksey,
Macon McCuiston,
Nashville, Tenn., and Pat
McCuiston, Pembroke.
Six grandchildren and
five great-grandchildren
also survive.

Stock market
lodutribWensie
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
[Inner .
Dupont
Ford
GAF
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Galt Oil
Heublein
IBM
Jones
K-mart
Penwatt
Quaker**
Tetsco
US Tolman
Wendy's

33% -%
-%
27% +14
59 +4k
4% ear
31% vac
13% +16

LIN, vac
35% 46
27% +16
No Trade
115% +
uric
35% -%
31% +1%
33% +16
NIB 11%A
11% +16
nOs +%
36% +4k
31% +%
41% +16
14% +16

C.E F Fool

Services for Mrs. Joy
'reale Hill will be Friday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Randolph Allen will officiate. Music will be by
Warren Singers.
Pallbearers will be
Ernest Hart, Arron
Malone, Gary Claey,
Dale Ginzel, Wayne
Jackson and James Luke.
Burial will follow in the
Temple Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight.
Mrs. Hill, 62, Detroit,
former resident of
Calloway County, died
Sunday morning at Martin's Place East Hospital,
Madison Heights, Mich.
Born March 19, 1919, in
Marshall County,she was
the daughter of the late
Frank Byars and Viola
Sutherland Byars.
She is survived by her
husband, Milburn Hill, to
whom she was married
March 20, 1936; three
sons, Jerry Hill,
Paducah, Terry Hill,
Houston, Texas, and Joe
Hill, Detroit.
Eight surviving
daughters are Margaret
Hart, New Baltimore,
Mich., Lorraine Malone,
Taylor, Mich.,Patty Barrett, Lincoln Park, Mich.,
Loretta Betts, East
Detroit, Mich., Shirley
Ginzel and Sandra Peek,
Detroit, Bobbie Claey and
Patricia Jackson, Warren, Mich.
Seven sisters survive
who are Maydell Lee,
Thelma Thorn, Louise
Childress and Mildred
Johnson, Dexter, Pauline
Henderson, Almo, Alva
Lee Puckett, Detroit, and
Mary Click, Warren,
Mich.
Also surviving are
three brothers, Lynville
Byars, Paducah, and
Willard and Charles
Byars, Detroit; 30 grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Gibson's
rites today
Services for Mrs.
Jessie Frances Gibson
were today at 2: 30 p.m. in
the chapel of Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Harvey Lynn Elder officiated.
Burial was in the
Pryorsburg Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Mrs. Gibson, 93, died
Monday at 9:15 p.m. at
Mills Manor Nursing
Home, Mayfield.
She is survived by a
daughter, Jettie M.
Wray, Mayfield; a sister,
Mrs. Lee Lassiter, Murray; a granddaughter,
Janice Byrd, Mayfield.

Mrs. Gilbert's
rites today
Services for Mrs.
Madeline E. Gilbert were
today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Dick Moran officiated.
Music was by Gus
Robertson, Jr., soloist,
and Richard Jones,
organist.
Pallbearers were
George Colson, Ewing
Swann, Truman Smith,
James Gilbert, Pat
Gilbert and Glenn Baker.
Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Gilbert, 90, Royal
Oak, Mich., died Saturday at 10 p.m. at Williams
Beaumont Hospital there.
She was the widow of
Walter Gilbert.

PROVIDENCE, Ky.
0%.13) — Webster County
Sheriff Leroy Poole
pleaded innocent Monday
to an assault charge
stemming from a dispute
with a state trooper last
Monday.
Poole, a former state
trooper, allegedly struck
state trooper Steve Bratcher while they were investigating an armed
robbery in Sebree.

The argument revolved
around the question of
whether a car used in the
holdup should be returned to its owner that same
evening.
The complaint was filed by Capt. Jay
McReynolds, commander of the state police
post at Madisonville.
Poole is due in district
court Feb.10 for a pretrial conference.

parliamentary pro- set up a rating system for
cedure.
nursing homes and re"I have as chairman quire the homPs to allow
always tried to be fair visitors during certain
and allow everyone to hours.
have their say," Mrs.
The homes would also
Bendl said. "If any be required to display inmember has been agriev- spection reports, court
ed I do apologize."
orders, ratings and other
However, House information in the lobby
Speaker Bobby Richard- for public inspection.
son, D-Glaggow, said the
The Kentucky Associacharges against Mrs. tion of Health Care
Bendl were serious and Facilities, which
would be investigated by represents many of the
the leadership of the state's nursing homes,
House.
presented a list of 10 proSeveral backers of Mrs. posed changes late last
Bendl's bill also criticized week.
the audience at the
Mrs. Bendl criticized
meeting.
the industry for not pro"This isn't the way we viding input during the inordinarily conduct terim, when the bill was
business," said Rep. drafted, and for not givLouis Johnson, D - ing her a copy of its latest
Owensboro. "We have proposals.
people here who have the
Rep. Ward "Butch"
right to have their say.
Burnette, D-Fulton, at" You haven't con- tempted to offer six
ducted yourself in a way amendments that would
that I consider fitting.," have incorporated the inJohnson told the au- dustry suggestions, but
dience, which filled the Mrs. Bendl refused to
large committee room recognize him for a moand overflowed into the tion.
hall.
Burnette, who termed
Overstreet was the his treatment "terrible,"
target of the shut up com- said he would attempt to
ment as he tried to ex- amend the bill on the
plain his reservations floor of the House.
about a portion of the bill
that would allow the state
to place a poorly operated
nursing home in receiverHAZARD, Ky. (AP) —
ship for up to two years.
Overstreet said he sup--A—three-day course on
ports the other sections of fundamental coal geology
the bill but fears the will be held March 10 to
receivershiii—tiortion March 12 at Hazard Comcould cause the whole bill munity College.
Topics will include
to be declared unconstitutopographic and geologic
tional.
The bill also would give maps, sedimentary rock
the state the authority to and surface mine
fine nursing homes which monitoring of grounddon't correct violations, water and aquifer.

Course
scheduled

ad

Bedding Sate

Services for Edgar
Shirley were today at 10
a.m. -in the chapel of the
J. It Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Bill Whittaker
and the Rev. G. T. Moody
officiated. Music was by
Gus Robertson, Jr.,
soloist, and Richard
Jones, organist.
Members of Prentice
Lassiter's Sunday School
Class of First Baptist
Church served as an
honorary group. Artive
pallbearers were Jamie
Washer, Gus Robertson,
Jr., Paul Lyons, Glen
Grogan, Ray Moore and
Stanford Andrus.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Shirley, 67, former
Murray businessman,
died Saturday at 11 a.m.
at Mase Hospital,
Dunedin, Fla. He was a
member of First Baptist
Church, New Port
Richey, Fla.
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Our Special Quantity Purchase
From Jamison Makes It
Possible For Us To Save You.
On This Fine Quality
One
OfTheBedding. This Is O
Finest Values
We've Ever Offered.

altf .011.
;'.6•
-;140.1

0/0
40

Twin Size

_

Regular Size

Reg: Price Per Set $299.95 Reg. Price Per Set $359.95

Hog market
Federal-State Market Ne•s Service
February 3.1112
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Inclades Buying Stations
Receipts Act 104 Est 350 Barrows 4 Gas
50 tom Higher Sows I 11-1 51 Nigher
US I2310-2401b
.151.25-54 75 few 51 10
154.1040
US 7/a-251lb*
3413046.111
US 2-3 navel&SOWS
$31 Wall
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
11!SW-1.3.10
US 1-3 WWIUr.
$43.10-41.1111
US 1-3 460411111s.
US 1-3 WHO Am......16.1316.11/ some 51.11_
$31.044.11
US 2-33413 lb.
Boars 31-32

Now

!41
044
op'
VI

$17995 .$21995

SAVE $12000

SAVE $140°°

Queen Size

King Size

**iv
41,Zi

,

Reg. Price Per Set $499.95 Reg. Price Per Set $649.95

elDe
ing
)
nItoi
THE FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE
GO TO EAT

7 Oz. Top Sirloin
Dinner

Sheriff pleads innocent

Jamison Tr

Rites today
for Shirley •

THURSDAY SPECIAL
5 P.M. TO 11 P.M.

THE LACEMAKER — An old woman site, in her
small house working on making lace in Tangalie,
Sri Lanka. Her family owns a small store in this
small village on the southern tip of Sri Lanka and
the woman has been making the lace for more than
50 years, although she would not disclose her age.
(AP Laserphoto)

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API — Several
members of the House
Health and Welfare Committee are unhappy with
the way committee chairman, Rep. Gerta Bendl,
D-Louisville, handled a
meeting on a controversial nursing home reform
bill.
Mrs. Bendl's actions
Tuesday generated more
discussion and controversy than the bill, which
would make major
changes in the state's
oversight of the nursing
home industry.
Rep. Raymond
Overstreet, R-Liberty,
Look to the House floor
later Tuesday to express
a personal grievance,
charging that Mrs. Bendl,
who is also chief sponsor
of the reform bill, refused
to recognize a committee
member who wanted to
propose amendments
that Mrs. Bendl opposed
and allowed members of
the audience to taunt the
legislators.
"Members of the committee were subjected to
intimidation, ridicule and
contempt by the audience," Overstreet said.
''We suffered catcalls
and were told to shut up,"
he said. "They didn't
want to hear what we had
to say and not one single
time did the committee
chairman come to -oar
defense. Common
courtesy was thrown out
the window."
Mrs. Bendl responded
that she had gaveled the
audience to order each
time she heard comments
and the proposed amendments had not been properly offered under

:11
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...$29995 Now$39995
•

SAVE $250"

SAVE $200"

Po.oto Bread 8. Salad Bar
$329

QUEEN & KING SIZE BEDDING ALSO SPECIALLY PRICED

LUNCH SPECIAL
11 a.m. to 3p.m.

5 Oz. Top Sirloin
Prooto & Bread $

Free Delivery

Free Delivery

29

IF

For Catering Coll

753-1314
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-1r
Murrty. Ky
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Rainfall helps TVA production
CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn. (AP — January's
above-normal rainfall
• boosted the Tennessee
Valley Authority's
hydroelectric power production, but more of the
same is needed the next
two months to wipe out
this year's shortfall, TVA
says.
January's hydro production was 2.37 billion
kilowatt-boors, more
than TVA expected and
nearly three times the
amount produced during
January 1981, the federal
utility said Tuesday.
Hydro production, a
bonus for TVA consumers
because it is the cheapest
method of generating
electricity, is still running behind TVA's expectations for this fiscal year
because of less than proOPTIMIST OFFICERS — Murray Optimist Club officers are, left to right, Mike Keller, secretaryrainfall last year.
jected
treasurer, John Hill, vice president, Richard Gee, vice president and Kenneth Cleaver, president.
-Things are getting
better, but we're not talking about enough rainfall
to lower people's bills,
although we wish that

were true," TVA amounts of rainfall in
spokesman Carl projecting hydroelectric
Crawford said. If it con- generation, but the region
tinues above normal in received less than exFebruary and March, we pected rainfall much of
could get back to normal last year, resulting in
for the year, and we're reguced hydro produchoping on it because that tion.
The utility normally exmeans less upward
pressure on electric rates pects- 1.64 billion kwh of
hydro generation during
come next Oct. 1."
TVA officials said January, but only obtainJanuary's hydroelectric-- ad 86 million kwh in
production saved an January 1981. Its record
estimated ;20.6 million January hydro producbecause the federal utili- tion occurred in 1974 —
ty was able to rely less on 2.82 billion kwh.
Hydro production can
more expensive forms of
electric generation, in- account for 15-16 percent
cluding nuclear and coal of TVA's yearly power
plants and oil-fired tur- generation, but dropped
bines. January's rainfall off to about 10 percent in
across the Tennessee the fiscal year ended last
Valley was 7.2 inches, 2.3 September.
TVA's hydro generainches above normal,
tion for the fiscal year
Crawford said.
In annual budgeting for begun Oct.1, 1981, is 5.49
its seven-state power billion kwh. That is less
system, TVA projects than the 6.13 billion kwh
how much electricity it of a normal year, but
will generate from above the 3.51 billion provarious sources. Plan- duced at this time last
ners anticipate seasonal fiscal year.

January's accur. ulation from rainfall and
melting snow run-off
caused several TVA
storage lakes to reach
higher than usual levels.
On Jan. 23, stored water
amounts in TVA reservoirs were 41 percent
more than normal and
the stored energy behind
the dams was about 4.1
billion kwh.
Along with hydro production, other factors
that affect TVA electric
rates include power
demands and conservation, what type of generation TVA must use to supply power when needed or
what rates it must pay to
buy power from other
utilities in a pinch.
TVA provides electricity to 2.8 million consumers in most of Tennessee and parts of Kentucky, Virginia, North
Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama and Mississip-

pt.

iluto
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Your discount parts supermart

111F1
)
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OPTIMIST BOARD — Members of the board of directors of the Murray Optimist Club are, left to right,
Steve Sanders,Tommy Sanders,Richard Vanover, Bill Rouse,Scott Seiber and Billy Miller.

Irene

•C819

9.99

6.99

Fuel pump

Price with exchange. For
most import cars.

Foreign brake shoes

Quality replacement for most
domestic cars at 4uto
Shack's true discount prices.

6.99
Coils
A quality replacement cnil for
most domestic cars without
electronic ignition.

7.99
Foreign brake pads
most import carr
•

Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

3,111P4or•eirlieder

OPTIMIST OF THE YEAR — Scott Seiber, right, accepts the Optimist of the Year award from past president Billy Miller.

41
1 IP 06111,1W
Spark plug wire set
For most GM., Ford,
.AMC, Chrysler, and
foreign cars. M-Black
113000 sen*s.

.89
Transeal, 12-oz
Steerseat 12-oz.
Water pump holm 16-oz
Brake fluid, 12-oz.

yew choke
Limit 2 each.

Vairomatic
transmission fluid
Automatic transmission
fluid in Dextron or Type
F. Limit8quaffs.

Do it yourself...save big bucks!

4)7Av4/.410Wifie
LITTELFUSE

Drymon

of Ashland 0,1

Inc

801 Coldwater Rd. at 5 Pts.
Prairie Farm

.88
Muskegon re-ring kit
Top quality parts plus
step-by-step instructions.
Do it yourself and save.

Milk

Fuse kit
Emergency fuse kit by
Littelfuse for most
foreign and domestic
cars. Limit 2.

Cookies
$ °9

-2kb.Pkg

Tissue dispenser
Shp-on or shck-on /or
easy installation. Limit 2
please.

#0124-05

IS AN
Grandma's

2 pee*

Tan or signal light
Replace blown bulbs
now and save at Auto
Shack. Limit 2, 2packs.

Colonial

Bread
2/ 16 in. Loaves

894

soneuer..
19.99
Pyroil windshield
washer concentrate
Be able to see further.
12-oz. bottle. Limit 2.

Sunshine

Dog Food
99

$3

3/8" ratchet
A quality tool at a super
Auto Shack price with a
lifetime warranty

Battery charger
6 amp battery charger by
Schauer Buy now and
save

1.87
Krylosi spray paint
Available in many colors
with "rust magic ' 13-oz
can. Limit 2

Open every Sunday

25 Lb. lag

Diet Rite,
RC,
Sun Drop
$ 1 09
2 La

JI

PRESS
PARTS SERVICE

a hard-to-find part that Auto Shack
doesn't stock, we will got It for you promptly.

If you need

A/ prises wag few/ for ••pros• parts •

Ad pricos good How Sunday

SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPINO CENTER
IWURF14 V K

••

Tc3-8971
712 LOCUST STREET
,PARIS, TN
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Soutimide: S. 12th St.
7-10 Mon.-Sat. 11-7 Sun.
Northside: Chestnut St.

GIGANTIC

6-10
Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sun.

AALS
DTOT
VALUE P ICES
•

We Reserve the Right To
Correct Printing Errors

Prices Good

Food Stamp
Shoppers Welcome

2

I

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES
Look for the RED TAG They indicate
the items you buy the most often
that have actually been slashed to
the bare bone to save you money
•
everyday

FRYER BREAST
QUARTERS

10

$590

$A30

Lbs.
Save $4.60

Save $3.00

t.

Reelfoot

TURKEY
DRUMSTICKS

BONUS
BUYS

Look for the bright YELLOW TAG
These are our weekly, advertised
specials: we continue to bring you
super savings each week.

FRYER LEG
QUARTERS
Lbs.

3

WEEKLY
SPECIALS

Fresh

10

Three Ways To Save You Money!
Quantity Rights Reserved

Fresh

PIG
FEET

10 $.150
10 $460 lb,

Look for the BLUE TAG. They indicate
items that reflect our tremendous
buying power and fantastic manufacturer's allowances that bring you
extra values —
— Saving you even more money

Lbs.

r

Save $1.30

Sav4, $I 40

Elm Hill

Libby's

H.C.
FRANKS

Butter Golden • Devil's Food
Lemon • White • Yellow

BEEF
PATTIES

-

-

1011320

DUNCAN HINES

- CAKE MIX

II

Lbs.

°
I

Save $7 70

Save 20(

Save 30*

IGA • 17 Oz.• Save 20'

SANDWICH

Center & End Mixed

PORK
STEAK

SMOKED
HAM SLICES

1.9$129°

10$1270

2 89;
2For894
2.,89;

Lbs.
Save $3.20

Frozen

For

IGA • 17 Oz.• French or Cut• Save 20'

GREEN BEANS

Save 39C

Fresh

Save $3.00

PEAS OR MIXED
VEGETABLES

IGA • Big 24 Oz.

IGA • 170z.• Save 20t

SLICED CARROTS

13 °
Save $2.40

CATFISH
STEAKS

SLICED
BEEF LIVER

10 $850
Lbs.
Save $2 00

Save $1.40

Sweet Milk or Buttermilk •9 Oz.

591

HUNGRY JACK BISCUITS

_i_CvA•WA Oz.

TOMATO
SOUP

Banquet - Chicken• Mexican •Salisbury • Turkey

11 oz. 79c

TV DINNERS

10
For

Ore-Ida •Pkgs.• Save 23'

SHOESTRING(200z.) or
HASHBROWNS(2 Lbs)

SINGLES

If you think a supermarket gives stamps — Next
time . . . ask them to give you a handful! of free
stamps. Jim Adams doesn't offer stamps because
they cost you money! Instead we give you "TOTAL
VALUE PRICES". Compare and save ...

Save 30C

PINTO BEANS

$270 10 $970
Lbs

Compare Campbell's

Save 80c

Generic Label
2 Oz
1
Dinner•7/

Hi-Rise
Self Rising

MACARONI &
CHEESE

FLOUR

991

No One GIVES Stamps!
•
•

L"), led
(5 - 2 lb. Bags)

10 $1 7

10 $290

For

ii-

KrOft

1.11.

Save 50C

SUNKIST•200 CI.

°
,9Rc
LEMONS 8

JUST PICKED PRODUCE
FRESH•TEXAS

WASHINGTON STATE

GREEN
ONIONS-

PEARS

FRESH•TENDER•18 CT.

GREEN
BROCCOLI

9C
9

—BQNUS BUY—

BRYERS

BUNCH

4g
ON

ESAP
APPLES ...3

E-3Q01:1

$1 19

rt-x— rez—xsoP

LB. BAG

FRESH

AUSHROOMS
8 OZ.CUP

g

COI*

n

Betty Crockrzr • 7 oz

I

Getty Crocker• 16Yr Oz.
Reedy-To-Spread

HAMBURGER
$13911 ,HELPER

FROSTING

With this coupon Limit Ono per family
No 678

LMIO

$

ICE
CREAM
•

2...$1 49 I

.W.111 this coupon) timtt one per family*
No 679 I

•
7GM5S-,

$1 99
1 2 Gal.
/

•

°9

Oa.

r•r—

•

•

•

•
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COI:

'INES
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110FOR
Buy 10 pounds of meat and save money. Take home
and re-padrinto smaller packages and freeze for
big savings.
Fresh

Reelfoot's Sliced

GROUND
BEEF

SLAB
BACON

10127° P$123°
Save $2.60

Save $2.20

TOTAL VALUE PRICES!
Reelfoot - Valley Dale

Field's
Dry Salt

BREADED
VEAL PATTIES

TABLERITE MEATS

FAT BACK

10 $990 10 $A303
Mir
Save $2.60

Lbs

Lbs
Save $3.00

Reel-Leen

Heavy Type

PORK
NECKBONES

PORK
SPARERIBS

10

60
$4

Lbs.

Rib Half
Whole • Cut-Up Free

HALF

PORK LOIN

PORK LOIN

90
$7

10
Lbs.

Save $2.00

IGA

From IGA - Piece

PORK
SAUSAGE

SMOKED
Jowl-

Center Cut

PORK CHOPS
Fischer's - 3 Lb.

10 $R90

CANNED HAMS

Miff

Lbs.

Lb. $ 1 59
95

Pkg. $

1 19

Reelfoot's - 120z.

Save $3.00

Save $4.00

Ea. $

WIENERS

PORK LOIN

Claussen - 32 Oz. Whole Split
IGA • 10 Oz.
All Varieties

Kitchen Treat
60z.

PIZZA

POT PIES

10

$890

For

0
For

PICKLES4
Oscar Mayer - 12 Oz. Sliced Meat or Beef

BOLOGNA

90
$2

Pkg.

IGA 7,- Party Asst. Sliced

99

Oscar Mayer• 160z. Meat or Beef

WIENERS
Generic Label
120z Cans

Generic Label _
1 Lb. Quarters

MARGARINE

$ 1 49

LUNCH MEAT

Save 50t

Compare Totino

Jar $ 1 39

Lb.

$ 1 69

BONUS BUY

SOFT DRINKS

119 10 $199
10 $.
For

Lbs
Compare Parkay

Compare Coke

Bush • 300 Can
White or Golden

Pinto• Chili Hot 40„
Norther •300 Can

HOMINY

BUSH BEANS

r
F1 0

$249
Save 80C

10

3
$

Save 61C

Southside: S. 12th St.
7-10 Mon.-Sat. 11-7 Sun.
Northside: Chestnut St.
6-10 Mon.-Sat. dosed Sun.

Quarter Sliced

IGA -1207.

COUNTRY
HAM

BEEF
FRANKS

9-

99Ft

L b.
$189
*FOOD *
STAMPS
LZM
fi

g.

BONUS BUYS
5t-77,

5 Lb. Bog

GOLD MEDAL

Saving You Even
MORE Money!

Van Camp's• 15 Oz.•soy. Up To 19C

2For 79;

PORK 'N BEANS
Hunt's• Big 32 Oz.• up,. upie 33c

$19

CATSUP

IGA•1 Lb. Box•Compiir•Nebisco 117C

Sove t'r T

111<

SALTINE CRACKER-S-- —

594

Sweepstakes• Tall Con•Save Up To 1Sc

594

MACKEREL
Eltron • 4 Pack • Compare G.E. S2.11

$109

LIGHT BULBS

, ,'•

GA •4 Pock •Compare Northern $1.41

BATHROOM TISSUE
1FG • 32 Oz.• Comper• Mirocl• Whip $I 41

Alfred Thomas
1508 Henry, Murray
Winner $2000.00
Northside IGA Bankroll

COPY AVAILABLE

SALAD DRESSING
IGA •46 Oz.• compere Toisun $1 OS

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
27C Off label • Big 32 Oz • Save Up To 45(

JOY LIQUID

79c
894
894
$1"

Compare Coke $1 49

I

COLA

-

Iledei-sda

311 KR 11.k ..LEUGhlt

'It

Po* TIP FINII

TURNIPS it

SAVE 14° LB.

394

X-1

heseleirs Fsewile (15' Off load)

TiDE

Grade A Large

\Ir

EGGS

41 Oz.

29

WEN CRECK-Ohf SOROS CERTIFICATE

WMI CIIECK-Off ROMPS CERTIFICATE

NORTHER&
FRIAT
BEANS

Sr

APPLESAUCE
Blue Ba•r

HYDE PARK

DOG FOOD

COFFEE

25 LB

'3''

Glad

SAN DWICLI
BAGS

SO tt

69

FletOrman
Kig

17'

Topping Mir

DREAM WHIP

Soil 20, bah

Kraft 8 Oz. Philadelphia

CREAM CHEESE

PEANUT
BUTTER

69
179

119t

GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE
*a.

Sas 22' fah

Wigwell House

INSTANT
COFFEE
s,to#4,-,„
PORK g
BEANS
Par Mh

DRY YEAST

,./94

Boon CERTIRia

MAW —4ni

FRENCH
FRIES

Son ife Om Tom

WTI CIIECK-011T

WMI CNECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE

2

SWEET
PICKLES

32C

Or 8r

MONDAY
CHILI
TUESDAY
SUBMARINE SANDWICH ..$1 29
WEDNESDAY
FRIED CHICKEN 3 PC.
AN HANDLER
THURSDAY
WATERGATE SALAD
$289
FRIDAY
FRIED CHICKEN 8 PC.
FAMILY SPECIAL
$699
SATURDAY
BAR-B-Q RIBS
$299
SUNDAY
FRIED CHICKEN 6 PC.
THRIFTY DINNER
$479

SAVE 40°
On Two

YOU. ALWAYS:PAY LW AT BIG JOHIU
WE RESERVE Tilt RICHT TO UNIT OUNITITIES

—
-

BEST

COF

,
•••••-•nr--

,

E guartivL"

MEATS

FOR LESS!
ROUND N.") .$179
KUCK

mtat„,*

MEM

1-,

•

AWED
FRYER
PARTS

as
WNrAwamu
BEEF Economy Pack

SAVE 72'
ON 3 W.

11
7

flri r.cod Feb 3 Thru Fib 9

NOBODY HAS LOWER •
H
PRICES THAN BIG JOHN 11

43#0)°

Purnell

ellICKEN
NOODLE
SOUP

1ERS
69'
BIG JOHN'S DEU

PORK SAUSAGE

FRIED
CHICKEN

SLICED BACON

Sib Ameriod

LUNCHMEATS
Newel Sbe Est Seep.
HMFIIM
TINA* Na., Woks,leef

THIN SUCED
MEATS
Si...
TURKEYS

Snack Pock

19

0
)

100z.

$419
29'

r
BATH
TISSUE

411.1169

32c,19

PAPER
'
TOWELS

SAVE 30'
ON THREE

COIFEE
RICH

lb/
SALTINES

Eihup ..4119

'

UQUID

1.69'

suk99'

FISH STICKS

Bakery
rid
a FOOD ; 4
CAKE
bib

aPiANSER

m $139

e
srpiliFICK
CHICKEN FRIED STEAK Le.4149

GREEN
BEANS

I

CREAMER 160.991

,39'

waft
FRENCH
DRESSING

..••••1111i111111110.1.411W

•

COPY AVAILABLE

16029°

COFFEE
P1h

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

•

w $169

Ifis-ALL .36.49'
CAKE
°
MIX

nit$133

29'

14 OL

L989'

•be betOwlelreeded

EVERY DAY
LOW PRICES!

'—'CHICKEN &
DUMPLINGS si9

2/
1
4

$149
14 Or

•
_

•

I
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Animal leads dog's life

A LITTLE ICE WITH YOUR O.J.- Icicles hang
from oranges in groves near DeLand, Fla., as
temperatures there dipped to 18 degrees. Grove
owners set up smudge pots to try and save their
crop from the devastating cold.
(AP Laserphoto)

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Drs gp
4 Pound down
8 Wild plum
12 Dry, as wine
13 Asian sea
14 Expanse of
grass
15 Moccasin
16 Can be
mended
18 Beer mug
20 King of
beasts
21 - what,
22 Barnyard
denizen
23Spaniels
27 Existed
29 Towel
marking
30 Doctrine
31 Hebrew
month
32 Drunkard
33 Distant
34 Negative,
35 Incline
37 Heavy weight
38 Morning
moisture
39 Part of a foot
40 Crone
41 Scale note
42 Sacred
image
44 Bridge or
kitchen
17 Artilleryman
51 Succor
.Encourage
52
53 Grafted, in
heraldry
54 Prefix with
sect or cycle
55 Animal's feet
56 Remain
57 Snack
DOWN
1 Snakes

2 Veal, for
one
3 Admittance
4 Mountain
lake
5 Exist
6 Shade trees
7 Unadorned
8 Defame
9 Scientist's
rTTI
10 Night bird
11 Compass pi
17 Artificial
language

10 Zeus's
beloved
22 Smashing
show
24 Switch
word
25 One of the
Kellys
26 Pack away
27 Clean
28 Competent
29 Garden tool
30 Brown in the

about where, oh, where
has the guard dog gone.
Clark County Jailer
Larry Lawson, in answer
to that question, said only
that it was being kept at a
place "where he can
stretch his legs."
Meanwhile, each day
the dog is not worked, he
loses his aggression and
consequently his worth,
according to statements
previously made by the
man who sold the dog to
the jail.

WINCHESTER, Ky.
(AP - You would think
that in the Chinese year
of the dog, a $4,230 pooch
purchased by the Clark'
County jail would rate
special treatment. But
the expensive German
shepherd just can't get
any respect.
County Judge Executive J.B. Allen Jr.,
confused over who really
owns the dog, wants a
state auditor to make that
decision. Allen said that
during a discussion last
week the auditor did not
indicate how he would
rule on the matter.
"Right now, the dog is
just floating, we are
waiting to see who owns
it," Allen said.
Jailer Larry Lawson
knows where he stands on
the issue.
"I don't want that dog
- now or ever," Lawson
said of the dog, which was
purchased last year.
Former Jailer Tom
Horton said he is no
longer responsible for the
dog.
While there are questions about who the
bought the dog, there are
other questions arising

If the dog is declared an
illegal expense, Allen
said the auditor will have
to determine who pays
for it. Both Horton and
Lawson signed the contract for the canine.
Allen said he will be
glad to get the matter settled, although he hopes
the taxpayers will not
have to pay for the dog
since the $4,250 could be
put toward upgrading the
jail.
When asked if he hopes
the dog will be declared
an illegal expenditure,
Allen replied, "I just
don't think the Clark
County Dentention
Center needs a dog."

Program to aid small businesses

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - A new program
at the University of Kentucky is designed to
Answer to Taesday's Punk
decrease the mortality
BCC CDC CUM rate of small businesses,
CCOU
MCC
OCC
CCUCCU MOM= according to its director.
The Center foy
CCUCC
MOO
UMW COM
Business Development,
AU CUM= UDC which began Jan. 4, also
CA
COW
C
CU COMM CC• is offered at the University of Louisville and MurCOON CCM
COMM ray State University, but
COMIC
UCCOUC CUSCO
ered in UK's
COCO CCU MEC is headquart
and
Business
of
College
CCU UDC CI 10
Economics.
The UK branch has
43 Act
sun
44 Playing card
32 Wooden
three consultants and a
45 hallan coin
supports
training officer who
46 Prepare for
33 Mist
counsel current and proprint
36 Faroe
47 Top
vehortereal
spective small-business
37 Natural gift 48 Arabian
owners.
garment
38 Argue
49 Recent ---- "We're here to help the
40 Sharpens
50 Airline abbr. guy with his own business
41 Sun god
who may not have a heck
of a lot of formal training
in management and production but'needs to learn

underfunding and- poorplanning are 'chiefly
responsible for smallbusiness failures, he said.
All types of business

people come to the
centers, but Owen said
most are "start-ups" people with ideas about
starting new enterprises.
When an entrepreneur
goes to one of the centers,
he first is asked whether
he is ready to "marry the
business," Owen said,
since an owner may have
to work more than 80
hours a week for the first
few years.
The counselor then
assesses the feasibility of

the entrepreneur's
business proposal and
financial goals.
"The venture should
provide the owner with
income at least equal to
what he'd get if he workquickly before his ed for someone else, plus
business goes under," production and interest
Direector Jerry Owen costs," Owen said.
If necessary, the
said.
The program provides counselor helps arrange
advice, training and financing by directing the
research to companies client to banks and other
that are most in need of, lending institutions.
Owen estimated the
but unable to pay for,
private management con- program has created 850
new jobs and saved 1,800
sultants, Owen said.
Mismanagement, others.
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HERE5 THE WOIZLO FAMOUS
HOCKEY FI.MER STANDING
FOR THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
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Ti-1/S SWEATER
PELT FUNNY

BACKWARDS

014,040! I LOST WE'LL
MY WALLET! 5EARO-4
THE
OFFIC E

REX
LET'S SIT
DOWN
AND TALK

THATS NE LONGEST
I'VE EVER GONE
WITROUT A PENALTY:

1. Legal Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission has
received a request to rezone two lots located
at 702 and 704 Main Street from R-2 ( multifamily) to B-3(central business).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday,
February 16, 1982 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council

koalas' cancer by helping the
ilikDomdt Cancer Foundation ranee
hia to build a cancer center tor
Kentuckians
Redline on goal ot $19 mdkon
default on the 'memory or peopie
Ike you
Ream send contributions to
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDA.
T1ON, 915 South Limestone.
Melon. Kentucky 405116
Al donations all he matched by
Mrs Lecille Markey of Calumet
Fenn
1-

702 Main Street
Beginning at a point on the north side of
West Main Street where the Buel Stroud property joins the Mason Ross property (Direct
Oil Company); thence west with the north
side of West Main Street 554'2 feet to a stake;
thence north 200 feet to a stake; thence east
5542 feet to the Mason Ross property; thence
south along the Mason Ross property to the
north side of West Main Street and the, point
of beginning.
704 Main Street
Beginning at Con Frazier's southeast corner, which is on the north side of West Main
Street in the City of Murray; thence east
with the north edge of West Main Street, 64
feet 6 inches to a stake; thence north 200 feet
to a stake; thence west 64 feet and 6 inches to
Con Frazier's east line; thence south with
Con Frazier's east line 200 feet to the beginning. The above lot being the southwest corner of Lot No. 3 as platted by the Commissioner's and which is fully described in Deed
Book 17, page 533 in the Office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.
Generally, these descriptions describe an
area 120 feet east to west fronting on Main
Street from the Mason Ross property (Old
Direct Oil Company) to Dr. G. H. Titsworth's Dental office.
These lots being 200 feet deep north and
south.
If further information is needed, please
contact the City Planner's Office at 753-1225.
Steve Zea
Greg McKeel,Chairman
Murray Planning Commission City Planner

,T •
; Nam

FOR SALE
14 goo( used metal
office desks.
Wiggins
hirnitsre
Hwy 641 Nortk
753-4566

Permament position for
an experienced seamstress 3 to 5 days a
week. Send resume
listing experience and
references to PO Box
1 04 OD Murray, Ky
42971.

9. Situation Wanted
Will clean houses. Call
489-2855.

10. Business Opportunity
For sale or lease. Park
Terrace Restaurant
South Fulton, Tn. Call
502-751-8872 after 6D.m.

14. Want to Buy

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides.
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 7539358.

LEO'S
GOLD-GEMSSILVER

A used youth bed,
mattress. Call 489-2186.
Want to buy raw furs.
.Raccoon, mink,
muskrat, red and gray
fox, opossum, beaver,
and coyote. Call 618 3426316.
We buy standing timber
of all types. highest
prices are paid. Call
Edmonson Logging at
235-5748, 235-56.48, Cadiz,
KY.

WANT TO
BUY
Good used ow seat for
Infant. Coll
4362591.

Imediehl Jewelry Rep*
Most jobs 10-20 mires.
Coiann Realty (rear)
404 N. 12th Street. Low
Low prices is .11 Jewelry
meek.

15. Articles for Sale
New Sharp carosel
micro-wave oven and
cart. $325. Will consider
trading for old pickup.
Call 753-0398 after 4p.m.

16. Home Furnishings

IL
a

25% Oa Foot
Heavy-Dirty Lifetime
Warrenty Shocks Installed. Where?
ECONOMY TIRE
& SERVICE
203 Main St.
?dorm, Ky.

SEMI

INVITATION TO LEASE
WAREHOUSE/STORAGE SPACE
The Department of Finance of Kentucky
desires to lease approximately 2,450 net
square feet of warehouse/storage space to
be located in a five (5) mile radius of Murray, Kentucky. Space must be available for
occupancy on or before March 1, 1982. Space
will be used for storage of heavy equipment
and will require a doorway approximately
11 feet high and 11 feet wide, and at least
partially heated
Responses may be made by any person in
writing on or before 10:00 a.m. Thursday,
February 11, 1982. You need only to
designate the type and location of the property, the name and address of the property
owner, and the date of availability of the
property for lease. Lease Requisition
Number PR-2830 should be clearly marked
on the outside envelope of each proposal submitted to Room #171, New Capitol Annex,
_
_
_
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
All responses received will be publicly
opened and read at the above designated
time. You will be notified by a representative of the Leasing Section so that an appointment can be made to inspect the proposed facility.
Property must be approved by the Office
of the State Fire Marshal, meet OSHA and
handicapped accessibility specifications, as
well as existing applicable building codes.
For any additional information, contact
Willie Hutcherson of the Leasing Section at
(5021 564-2430 or 2319.

2. Notice
We ore located in the
shopping
center Open 9 5 Mon
Fri sod 9 noon on Sot

downtown

Carter
Studio
300 Mon

A black Labrador..5
months old, male
Wearing a red collar
Lost in the Penny-Stella
area. Call 759-1718.
Found: Bifocals on
Glendale. Call 753-7229.
Lost in Lynn Grove area
small white male 'dog
named Sam. Needs
daily medication. If
found call 435-4152 after
5P-rrl•
One Siamease cat and a
Cali
big yellow
759-4706.
Two Cocker Spaniels 1
blonde, 1 red missing
from Sherwood Forrest
Reward $100. 753-2381.

6. Help Wanted
Glasswork and Mirrors
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do store
front replacement, picture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
cabinets, show cases
and display cases. Also
install auto glass, window glass and plate
glass. Repair storm
windows, storm doors
and patio door glass. M
& G Glass 816 Coldwater
d 753-0180 or 753-2798.

Murray State University is
accepting sealed bids on
the sale of five cows. Bidders may see the towe and
pick-up the bid form from
Oren -Hull -at- the farm,
telephone number 7539692. Bid opening dote is
2:30 P.M., February 15,
1982, at the Purchasing
and General Services
Building, Murray State
University.

Tupperware Party Feb.
8, 1982 404 College Cts.
6:30p.m. If you have
any questions call 7674464 Anita Broadnax.
Will exchange cabinet
work or carpentry for
auto engine repair, hour
for hour. Call 753-0790
evenings

FIRST„,DIANA
THE CHMOREN,ALL
OF U5, LOV_E you
VERY MUCH

Join thefight...

Chambers of City Hall. All interested persons are invited to attend and participate. A
legal description of the properties follows:

2. Notice

5. Lost and Found

2. Notice

1. Legal Notice

753 113911

For Sale
Large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leafs
36 different styles
$2.95 Each.

30in. Gas range. Call
after eo.m. 489-2282.
Antiques- oak, walnut,
pine furniture. Collectibles and miscellaneous. Open 7 days all
year. Across from Paris
Landing State Park.
Call 901-642-8119.
Sears 2 manual organ in
a wood cabinet with
rhythm section. This
can be seen after 5p.m.
at 10138 Sharp St. or call
753-0309.
February Savings.
Drastic saving on all
furniture bedding and
accessories in the store.
Check with us before you
buy. Carraway Furniture 105 N. 3rd 753-1501.
Frigadaire electric
range, white. $60.00. Call
753-1655.
Large circular chrome
floor lamp with wood
base.;20. 753-8920.
Like new brown plaid
sofa bed. Call 753-2603.

19. Farm Equipment

Gold &
- -Silver Inc.
Olympic Plaza
- 753-7113
,.Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.
3. Card of Thanks
I want to thank my
friends and relatives for
all they did for my
brother, Ray Rushing.
Thanks to Dr. Pool and
nurses at Murray
Hospital, Max Churchill
uneral Home, Bro.
Jerrell White, Oneida
White, and to all
pallbearers. It is at such
a time as this when the
love of others becomes
so important to us all.
Words cannot adequately express our
deep tenderness and
concern manifested
again. Thank you all
His sisters, Vallie
Garrison, Mary Ullyot,
daughter, stepdaughter.
Thanks very much for
the many kind deeds
expressed to me during
my recent hospital stay
and convalescent period
at home. It is wonderful
to have family and
friends who care for
those in need. Pauline
Waggener.

1962 Ford 2 ton dump
truck, 1963 Fond 2 ton
flat, M International
tractor. 753-6186.
1965 Ford 5000 diesel
tractor, 1977 Case front
end loader, 5ft. bucket,
1971 Ford flat 1 ton
truck with hoist, 1970
Dodge lime truck with
flotation tires. Call 4892348, 489-2666,4374845.
John Deere 4240, 145
hours. Like new. lift.
Case chiesel plow, 19ft.
folding disk. Call 4362438.

20. Sports Equipment
Brand new Browning
BOA 380 double action
automatic pistol. Phone
753-8297.

n.Musical
CAR STEREO Pioneer";
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional intallation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Electric guitar and
amplifier. $150. Not sold
seperately. Call 753-3293
after 5p.m,

WANTED
/ to
Re:possible port,
take op pennents on
like new piano.

CLAYTONS

4.111:11141.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
L225L.P. Miller St.i

OPERATIONS-PROGRAMMING
MANAGER
Excellent opportunity exists for a -take
charge" individual with experience in IBM
34 MAPICS system. This individual should
possess a thorough knowledge of computer language (RPG) in manufacturing
applications. Qualified individual shbuld
send resume in confidence to Manager;
P0. Box 190; Murray, Kentuck 142071.

Aims hen Cammelty Cam.)

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Ogsn Haws
Mon., Tees., Wed., Then., Frit, Set.
7:30-2:30 - 753-3615
•

•

-

•

BEST

CI

7-11 1 III. ‘11 1111 %I .

s

. 1 • loresai .1. 1982

1.1-.1141.1,11 A 1 1
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22. Musical

21. Mobile Home Rentals

Player ceisno upright
Call 753-

Trailers for rent. See
Brandon Dill, Dill's
Trailer Court

23. Exterminating

34. Housesfor Rent

30. Business Rentals
Mal •
Warehouse
Storage.Space
FOY lest
IS3-47511
32. Apts. For Rent
Attractive 2 bedroom
duplex with fireplace
and carpet, stove and
refrigerator in Panorama Shores. 436-2755.Extra nice 2 bedroom,
unfurnished duplex in
Westwood Subd. With
fireplace, patio, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal and
washerdryer hook-up.
$265. month plus deposit. 753-9'266 or
305-792-5565.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
duplex. 1003 Northwood
pr. No cots. 753-0814.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
apartment. $170. On
quiet road 3 miles from
town. 753-8848.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-2844
Furnished efficiency
apartment near university. Wall to wall
carpet, air condition.
$75. deposit, $100 per
month. Call 759-4538.
Duplex apartment for
rent. Phone 759-1503.
One and two bedroom
apartments for rent.
Embassey Apartments
753-3§30, 753-4331.
One bedroom apartment near MSU. Furnished, also water furnished. Call 753-3134.
One bedroom, kitchen,
living room, furnished.
$150. month. 753-9251,
after 5p.m. 753-5414.
One bedroom apartment in lake front
house. Kitchen, furnished, fireplace insert.
References and deposit
required. Call 436-2484
or 753-7272.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Central
heat ana air, washer-and
dryer hook-up, water
furnished. 753-3949.
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
pets. $210. month. $200.
-Nl.
deposit Lease regiar
Call after 5p.m.
753-6699.

24. Miscellaneous
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
. music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Air compressors for
sale. Dill Electric.
Firewood for sale. 492615, 753-3523.
Kero-Sun Heaters.
Omni 15 $147.99,
Moonlighter $154.99,
Radiant 8 $162.99,
Radiant 10 $209.99,
Radiant 36 $212.99.
Omni 85 $218.99, Omni
105 $247.99. The Director $254.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18''-24''
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
Salad bar 8ft. formica
and stainless steel,
refrigerated with
heated soup kettle. Like
new. Used less than 30
days. 3 Stoelting slush
machines, restaurant
china. Paris Landing
Country Store Hwy. 119.
Call 901-642-8119.

25. Business Services
HODGES TAX SERVICE. The Income Tax
Specialist 1104 Pogue
Murray, Ky. Call 7591425.
Income Tax Service.
753-7908 after 5:30p.m.
Mon.-Fri. or anytime
Sat. and Sun.

Persesel
INCOME TAX
by appointment

436-2146

tr'
3.

26. TV Radio
II

II
is

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

Now lessiog

NOR-CAL
APARTMENTS

25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

1, 2 1 3 kerne suits fres
$155.10 per us. Naalicappel nit. Newly centric*
metal heal an air,
carpeted, tittle, applinces. Office Nears Ike.Fri. 9:11-12:N kee.
Nertiwied Or.
Murray, ky.
582-159-4914
final HIIS011 Opportnity

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. Mobile Home Sales.

II

1968 Baron. Unfurnished. $2500. 4748838.
1978 Fleetwood 14x70. 2
bedroom, 2 baths, furnished. Call 753-4683 or
753-1336 after 5p.m.
Trailers for sale. Call
759-4592.
Why rent when you can
buy a 2 bedroom, completely furnished used
mobile home for $300.
down and $115. a month.
Fully hooked up ready
to move into. Storage
shed and tv antenna
included. Call 753-1879
after 50.m.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
12x60 Mobile home.
759-4392.
12x60 with 2 pull outs on
living room and bay
windows. New furniture
and carpet, central
heat. Shady Oaks. 7535209
'Desirable 2 bedroom
mobile home. Small
court, single $85.,
couple $95. 753-8216
after 5p.m.
Near Murray. 2 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
washer-dryer. Nice
house furniture. No
pets, 759-1305.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Nice. Call 489-2611.
Two bedroom. $160. per
month. Brandi's Trailer
Court. 753-8411.
Two bedroom trailer.
2 miles
1
Private lot, 1 /
from Murray. $125. per
month. Water furnished. Call Tucker
T.V. Sales 753-2900 or
753-4524.
Two bedroom furnished
all electric mobile
home. $125. per month,
$75. security deposit.
Call 753-4808.
Why rent when sati can
buy a 2 bedroom, completely furnished used
mobile home for $300.
down and $135. a month.
Fully hooked up ready
to move into. Storage
shed and ly antenna
Included. Call 753-1879
after 5p.m.

43. Real Estate '

House for rent on
Kirksey road 5 miles
from Murray. Large
yard and garden. Call
Paducah 4/2 1940.
Nice 3 bedroom, 1
bath, convenient loca
tion. $300. month, S300
deposit. Call 435-1559
after 5p.m.
Nice, clean well
insulated S room house.
Electric heat, city wa
ter, cook stove, utility,
bath. 4 miles out on
Federal Hwy. Couple.
No pets. Deposit and
references required.
$140. 753-5593.
Three bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, kitchen
with appliances
Fireplace, central airconditioning. Walk to
MSU. $350. a month.
Available- in February.
Call between 5p.m. and
7o.m. 753-3006.
2
1
Three bedroom, 1 /
bath, brick home
ap
on
located
2 acres
1
proximately 1 /
on 6415. $325. with lease
and deposit required.
Call Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.

FOR RENT
1. A charming 2
BR house, newly
redecorated, nice
lot, out of city.
2. A country home,
2 storys with double carport. Lots of
MOMS.

36. For Rent or Lease
Rent or lease dark fired
tobacco taSe-Without a barn. 489-2697.

1

Call 753-0511 '

Two horse barns, 4
acres in south Murray.
Call collect after
6:30o.m.554-8710.
Wanted: Burley
tobacco poundage for
1982 crop. Kim Wallis
489-2462.
Wanted: Row crop land.
If you plan to rent or
lease contact me for
your best agreement.
Kim Wallis 489-2462.

Two bedroom apartment for rent. 'Stove
furnished. Call 753-9506
37. Livestock-Supplies
after 6o.m.
Two bedroom furnished Collsge student needs
apartment. Water fur- pasture space for horse.
Call 753-3410.
nished. $145. 753-3949.
Two bedroom un- Five registered black
furnished apartment. Angus bulls. 8 to 11
months old. Call 437Call 759-1457 after So.m.
4365.
33. Roomsfor Rent
Hay for sale. Round or
Rooms for rent one square bales. Check our
Phone 759-1330
block from university. prices.
or 753-2817.
Call 753-1812 or 753-6933.
Horse wanted- Want to
buy thoroughbred horse
34 Housesfor Rent
16 hands or over. Write:
Four bedroom brick Anderson Box 265
Call
baths.
2
has
house
Wayne, 111. 60184.
753-1893 days,. 753-2349
nights
1Pets-Supplies
Wanted immediately:
HOUSES
Black male cocker
spaniel for stud service.
FOR RENT
753-620A.
•Mlles is is., new
rodocorsted
corset &
41. Public Sale
throsohoot • $160 pm
BOGARD REALTY &
month.
AUCTION, DOVER,
TN. We buy liquidation
inventories of
•4 II•dromn country Mao
businsses-farm equipses mils south of tows,
ment. Note-We will sell
Isrys 1st with oordon, $3110
at auction for you. Call
por month; Immo with op615-232-5150.
tion to mass* possible to
Yard Sale- Must sell
goolifiod Moyer.
moving. Wed., 02-03-82.
1605 Catalina Dr.
•3 bedroom home North of
43. Real Estate
tows "Sr Al.., lest $150
pm month.

•*Deposit sod reforosces
revoked.
CAR SPAIN REALTY
ASSOCIATES FOR All 101/11
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
753.7724

WALLIS DRUG
144,

*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER °STONY PRODUCTS
• Fres Mow,is Presoriptioss Is City Units

COPY AVAILABLE

PRETTY AS
A PICTURE
Lovely 3 bedroom
home on 4 plus
acres. Perfect setting for a country
home, not too far
from the city. Property includes a 38
it- 56 stock barn,
milk barn and a 18x
38 equipment shed.
Fenced and cross
fenced for pasture,
plus a variety of
fruit trees. Owner
will consider financing. Phone the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team at 7531222.
HOME FOR
SALE OR
RENT
Older home near
downtown available
for immediate occupancy. Four
bedrooms, living
room, dining room,
kitchen, and full
basement with
workshop.
Available for purchase, lease-option„
or rent. Phone 7531 222, Kopperud
Realty for full
details.

brick on one and a half
acres of I•and. Lots of
extras including one
SlAt ISTAIF
and a half baths,
carpet; double paved
POOPIITs P4A144GE141P4T
drive and carport -. outside storage; new septic
Almo
Three bedroom in
lines and field tile. It s a
per
$275.
Heights.
dream come true!
month. 753-8411.
Priced at $51,000. but
Three bedroom frame offers are welcome!
unfurnished. Olive St Roberts Realty 753-1651.
Deposit and references
required. Calf 753-9775
after 5p.m.

•

•Oldor 3 Manses be.. is
e'c armsl
Mks ru
.osid, wood
/1p,
but,143'.ohlo for herdy
Wilms typos, $75.00 per
mosith.

mask-

•

Office Space. Approx.
600 sq. ft. wtiNties
furnished.

Filmdom & Theron's
leserance
Reel Estate
Southside Coert Sq.
Merrey, Kentucky
753-4451
FINANCIAL LIFE
SAVER. This beautiful
spacious four bedroom,
two bath home can be
purchased with or
without adjacent lot;
with or without rental
cabin. Take your pick
and the owner will
FINANCE IT FOR YOU
at a fantastic rate.
Special features: beautiful creek and
wooded view from redwood deck, enormous
family room with
fireplace, two car garage and much more at
an unbelievable price'
For more informat41
call SPANN REALW
ASSOC. now at 753-7724

01

753-12n
nws

3. Nice 2 BR furnished mobile
home on private
lot. Only $150.
4. If your rental
property is a
headach to you? Less than five miles
Talk to us -about from Murray near
Southwest Elementary
management.
School is where you will
753-9098 find this three bedroom

FOR RENT
OR LEASE

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

"Professional Services
With The
Fritedly Toed"
After Office
Hears
753-4136
or 753-2387
NEW QUALITY
HOME
In Canterbury - enjoy the good life in
this lovely 3 B.R.,
bath
B.V., 2
home. Entry foyer,
large family room
with fireplace. Central elec. heat
pump, lovely
carpeting. Double
garage, automatic
opener. In 80's.
COMMERCIAL
108 N. 15th St. Commercial over 10,000
sq. ft. under roof.
Brick building
could be used for
many different
businesses. Could
be financed to right
party. Excellent
location.

PRICE
REDUCED
On this attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home.
Central gas furnace
very economical
utilities, good location on quiet street.
Now offered at only
$28,500. Home is vacant and ready for
immediate occupancy. Owner
transferred and.
must sell. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
FOR SALE
LARGE
COMMERCIAL
BUILDINGS
8000 square foot
concrete block
building in like new
condition. Central
heat and air,
loading dock, front
display - showroom
area, offices, and
large' warehouse
are). Phone 75312.22 Kopperud
Realty for all
details.'

"Prefessioael Services
With The
Friendly Touch"
After Office
Users
753-4136
or 753-2387

Reolty,t"

. "
10r
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offerei
53. Services Offered
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl Siding
and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 733 1873

Office Coast to Coast
hems from Everywhere
florsoblo Sonic.Sim 10110
1112 Coldwotor Rood
Mersey, 1114.1veki 12071
15117i753-11106
Anytime
All.IMMO
limber
Unemod & hoodod

46. Homes* Sale

3 bedroom brick house
Carpet throughout, 2
baths, large living
room and den. 2 • car
GOOD
garage with large storNEIGHBORHOOD
age room. Call 489-2145
205 Woodlawn or 753-2493.
Very nice home, A very nice house near
university. Lots of
full basement. closet
space, carpet
Electric heat, air
threughout, large living
conditioner, close to
room, dining room,
room
M.S.U., shopping, kitchen, utility
Closed in
bath.
and
2
lot.
shady
On
etc.
garage, patio in the
B.R.'s up., 1 large
back with or without
bedroom, utility, furniture. Price is aright.
Must sell. Give us call
garage and base759-4702.
ment level. Only
Brick duplex near un26,900.00.
iversity. One-third
down, balance $533.22
513 BEALE ST.
month. No closing cost.
This neat 2
759-1074, 753-2649.
bedroom home, Excellent investment
electric heat, property, 1 block university. Electric heat,
carpeted, kitchen
super insulated. 753appliances includ5791, 759-1.074, 753-2649.
ed. Perfect for
Exceptionally nice
small family - you
home is this three
can buy this and
bedroom brick at 1505
Oak Sfreet. Nice
pay less than rent.
kitchen-den combinaOnly 24,900. less
tion %nth ceiling fan.
than replacement .Private - living room,
large utility room. Bath
cost.
hosts a double vanity
with lots of built-ins,
shower. The ideal
A plus
location for family with
BUDGET
small children. Asking
$44,000. Roberts Realty
BALANCER-613,2
753-1651
00
For sale by owner 1?
Yes, owner is
bedroom,
story,
sacrificing this
walnut kitchen
cabinets, fireplace,
home to you for onbasement, garage. Low
ly $943 per square
utilities, deep lot near
foot. This two
hospital. Completely
bedroom with doure-modeled 1976. Inside
must be seen to be
ble carport sets on
appreciated. 12 percent
shaded lot with
financing available with
space for your
$10,000 down. Price is
vegetable garden. $42,750. Call 753-4710
after 5:30p.m.
Located west of
House and 2 lots Pine
Murray. Call 753- 8
es--$3.500luf4
T/92 for Your show - down, balance $200.
month. 759-1074, 753Wig.
2649.
ROOM TO ROMP

Walk to shopping
from this three
bedroom wellmaintained home
that meets FHA
standards. First
time on the market
- new carpeting in
all bedrooms plus
new floor coverings
in bath and kitchen.
Central air and all
for 132,500_753-1492
---,Call us now.

v21.
LIMA INS,1E/111S®
1200 Sycmwore
Muway,koreuciiy 42071
0021753-1492

'Profession'Services
With The
Friendly Teach"
After Office
Hours
753-4136
Of 7534387
WAKE UP
WITH A SMILE
in this beautiful
home in Canterbury. Graceful styling and custom
quality can be seen
throughout this
lovely brick home.
Delightful floor
plan: 3 bedrooms,
den with fireplace,
formal living and
dining room, and
kitchen with cooking island, also has
economical heat
pump. Call today
for an appointment.
JUST REDUCED
TO 26,900
good location-close
to shopping.
Remodeled PI
story brick home
with big comfortable rooms - 2
large bedrooms
down, 2 bedrooms
up. Located in
Hazel on a 75 x 140
lot, nice variety of
fruit trees and
garden area. Very
affordable take
todaj

ROOFING
BUILT UP & SHINGLES
12Pferences All work
guaronteed
Free
Estimates Coll 7591859 or 753-6581
G.-Littering by Sear-S.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
K-& 'K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
cap remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Let us build your home
on your lot. No down
payment, 10 percent
annual percentage rate.
For more details call
Bob,436-5588.

47, Motorcycles
125 YZ Yamaha Dirt
Bike. Only $395. Town &
Country Yamaha
Murray 753-8078.
175 Can-Am girt Bike.
Only $695. Town &
Country Yamaha
Murray 753-8078.
See to believe. Stored
1973 Honda 125. 400
actual miles. Also 1976
Honda 175. 436-2418
anytime.

Asphalt driveways and Need work on your
parking lots sealed by trees? Topping, prun
Sears For free esshaping; complete
timates call 753 2310.
removal and more. Call
CHIMNEY SWEEP BOVER'S TREE
ING For your safety SERVICE for Pro
call for free estimate. fessional tree care
Answering service. 767 753-8536.
4786 or 767-4779.
Sammy Tidwell PaintFence sales at Sears ing Contractor. Exnow. Call Sears 753-2310 perienced interior and
for free estimate for exterior painting. Free
your needs.
'estimates. Call 753-4686
For your lime hauling or 753-0487.
and lime spreading, Will sharpen hand saws,
white rock, gravel, and chain saws and skill
coal, hauling. Call 753- saws. Call 753-4656.
4545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10 55. Feed and Seed
miles east on Hwy 94
Fesque hay for sale.
GENERAL HOME Call
489-2458.
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry, 57. Wanted
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO Wanted for year round
JOB TO SMALL. Free retirement. 40 or more
2 wooded with
1
estimates. Days 474- acres, 1 /
house or building spot.
2359, nights 474-2276.
Like to fish. Must be
reasonable. Robert
Rt. 2 Dixon,
Amami Service Cs. Willstead
111. 61021.
elegise@ ad rig, sillies, Water front cabin anyceslem trig lurk. where between the
mouth of Blood River
tetereges. Call Will Ed
and Jonathan Creek. 1
153-1619.
person, will rent until
May. Call 759-1292.

Valentine

seIines

Think how happy your "special someone" will
be when she (or he) reads the personal
message from you on Valentine's Day.
Build a memory, compose your message, and
moil or phone it to the Classified Advertising
Department. The cost is low_
Your message will appear in the special Valentine Love. Lines feature in the Classified section of this newspaper on February 12.

Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916

49. Used Cars
1966 Chevelle Super
Sport. Good condition.
Call 753-3107.
1971 Volvo. 4 cylinder, 2
door, air condition.
759-4645.
1972 Royale Oldsmobile.
$800. or best offer by
end of week 753-6308
1972 Volkswagon Super
Beetle. Good condition.
Call 753-3107
1974 Chevy Subaru. 6
cylinder 250, 4-speed-,
excellent condition.
$1750. or best offer.
"
753-8796.
1974 Grand Torino. New
radials, new breaking
system. $1100. Excellent condition. 753-4655.
1975 Cadillac Coupe
Deville. 2 door, low
mileage, white on red.
One owner, extra clean.
Call 753-2529 after 5p.m.
1978 Cougar Mercury
XR-7. Fully loaded
,
$3650. Call 759-1465.
1978 Ford LTD II. Call
489-2348.
1980 Chevrolet Caprice
wagon. Diesel, V-8,
power seats, power
windows, cruise, tilt,
AM-FM stereo, 18,000
miles, one owner. Call
753-1323 or after 4:30
753-5763.
1980 Citation. Nice car.
753-9400.

1974 Fiat, 35 MPG,
excellent condition.
•
1956 Chevrolet
pickup, excellent condition.
••
1972 Ford Pickup,
LWII, good condition.
• ••
1979 Monte Carlo,
exceknt condition.

753-7113

_
50. Used Trucks

1972 Chevrolet half ton
long wheel base pickup.
Call 753-9181 or 395-7473.
1976 GMC 34 ton, 4wheel drive Sierra
Grande pickup truck.
Call 753-9181 or 395-7473.
1979 F-100 Explorer.
Straight shift, 302 V-8,
one owner,low% mileage.
$1250. Call 753-0139 after
5p,m.
pm Jeep Larebo. V-8,
4-speed, 17,000 miles.Minor damage on left
side. No parts needed
55750.382 2637 anytime.
•

HAPPY
Valentlno's
Day
Our love is
the kind that
lasts forever'
Your Wife

Dave: I haven't
spent one day not
loving you only!
I'm yours forever!
Love. Arnie

Easy Order Blank For

I

Valentine
Love Lines
PRINT YOUR COPY HERE FOR VALENTINE LOVE LINES.
COST IS SHOWN ON LAST LINE USED.

$3.25
$4.50
$5.50

$6.50
57.50
Moil so that it reaches us no later Age Feb. 10. Year
message will appear on Feb. 11. Mail napes mod check or
money order to:

The Ledger & Times
Classified Advertising Department
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Your Nome
Address
City
Phone

State

_ lip

• 7.

1

'
l,'.ila .1 Elaru.ir! 3. P&L

IRE WI NH 11 .ks.. LEDGER &

I' Vat.

Networks dealing with elderly issues
NEW YORK (AP) —
The judge enters the
courtroom and the clerk
commands everybody to
rise. They all stand, except an old lady strapped
into her wheelchair, a
prisoner of her own mental competency hearing.
The woman, Esther
Cimino, is played by
Bette Davis in "A Piano
for Mrs. Cimino" on CBS
tonight. Miss Davis' lonely look says a lot about
this warm-hearted
movie, which deals with
how America's elderly
often are stripped of their
dignity and left by the
wayside before they're
ready to go.
As audiences are getting older, so are some of
television's stars and subjects. Lana Turner will
play Jane Wyman's rival
in an episode of "Falcon
Crest" this month.
Mickey Rooney's new

series "One of the Boys"
has attracted sizable audiences on Saturday
nights.
These audiences make
it easier for the networks
to raise issues of the
elderly, once the province
of news and documentary
units, in dramatic shows.
And CBS handles "A
Piano for Mrs. Cimino"
with special care.
Mrs. Cimino has not
been herself since her
husband passed away a
year ago. It turns out to
be a case of depression, a
disease that knows no age
distinctions. It's also
curable. But she's 73 and
hard of hearing, so doctors label her senile and
write her off.
A sanity hearing is
held, in which the judge
deems Mrs. Cimino incompetent and incapable
of handling her financial
affairs. Mrs. Cimino's

Record losses reported
NEW YORK (AP) —
The severe winter
weather caused record
catastrophe insurance
losses of almkt $344
million in January, the
Insurance Information
Institute says.
The total was more
than double the previous
record, set in January
1979, when catastrophe
insurance losses hit $163.5
million.
The institute, a trade
assocation, says the most
severe storm took place
Jan. 8-14, when wind,
snow and cold affected
parts of 38 states and
caused insured property
damage estimated at
more than $220 million,
The heaviest damage was
in Illinois, with losses of
$18 million. Michigan,
Missouri and Ohio suffered insured property

losses of $16 million each
and Minnesota and Texas
had losses of $14 million
each.
Winds and mudslides
Jan. 3-5 following heavy
rains caused insured
damage of $33.9 million in
California, and a Jan. 17
windstorm caused losses
of $20 million in Colorado.
For insurance purposes, the institute
defines a catastrophe as
any incident or series of
related incidents involving insured property
losses of more than $5
million. The estimate of
insured losses does not inelude damage caused by
flooding since this kind of
damage generally is
covered by the National
Flood Insurance Program operated by the
federal government and
not by private insurers.

Forecast made without help
IRVINGTON,Ky.(AP)
— With due respect to the _
groundhog on his day,
Dick Fryniire of Irvington made his weather
forecast Monday without
the help of the furry
animal.
Or rather he used
another fur-bearer, a
wild rabbit he calls Fred,
for his traditional prediction.
The former railroad
commissioner relies on
some unusual methods,
includin: trees in

forecast.
He said when he saw
the rabbit Monday, Fred
circled the "weather
tree" three times, then
reversed direction for
three more trips.
Frymire said this
means that somewhere ir
the United States theft
will be unusual weather
conditions every thirC
week of each month this
year.
More immediately, hE
said it means five or six
more weeks of bad
weather.

concerned, but busy, sons
don't get any legal advice
to ascertain their
mother's choices and
rights before letting the
court appoint a bank
trustee to handle her
estate.
The sons then hurriedly
look for a nursing home
and find one that is barely
more than a way station
before burial. The man in
charge, who sounds like a
used car salesman,
speaks of the serenity of
the facility, no surprise

since TV watching is the
major activity and that's
enough to make anybody
stale.
This would have been
Mrs. Cimino's last home,
except her granddaughter, Karen ( Alexa
Kenin ), thinks there must
be something better. She
finds the St. Hild's Convalescent Hospital,
where patients are
challenged because the
mind and body' need constant stimulation to stay
healthy.

Under the guidance of
the hospital's director,
Mrs. Polanski (Penny
Fuller 1, Mrs. Cimino
begins to regain her
faculties and even return
to her piano playing.
"You are here to get better," Mrs. Polanski says.
As proof, a wall of pictures prominently
display the hospital's
graduates, about 35 percent of the patients.
St. Hild's may be a bit
idealized, but it forcefully
makes the point.

HERE'S LOOKING AT YOU — This sea lion is not begging for mercy. It's
merely poking its head through an opening in the ice at a pool at the
Cleveland, Ohio, Metroparks Zoo. The creature posed as yet another winter
storm blasted into Ohio.
( AP Laserphoto)

Gold Medal

Flour
Plain or Self Rising

SUPER MARKET
Overhead Means less Prtces

to

We Gladly
Accept Food Stomps
W.Reserve Tli.) Right
T. Lash OraortIties

Nene Ovraed & Operated
New Stec. Nears 7 a.m.-II p.m.

Prices Good 1-3-82
Thru 1-9-82

‘Alki\

5 Lb.

Frito Loy 8 Oz. Pkg.

save 40,

Lynn Grove
Grade 'A'Large

-Eggs

•

60c

Northern
Great
HydeetPork

Save 14'

Cheerio's

Sore 36'

Gal
v v V\IN

$739
15 oz.

Cereal

Av-

1
Sport Save 25'
Hyde Park 18 oz.

Peanut

Generic 2 Lb. Bowl • -

Just Rite Beef

15 oz.

-29

ID

.•

89cp

Potatoes
Scalloped, Sour Cream,
Potato Pancakes, Au-Gratin

6CPC

Yogurt

s

$1 66

99
/
•

Save 30e

801.

2/79C
All

I

A

Tao

$769

1
\\
$729
Coca Cola
Sprite;
or
,Tab
1
3/$

Trash Bags...Save 40'

Hyde Pork Yellow
Lb. Bag Save 28'
Popcorn 4
Libby's Cut
Beets

Toll Can

•..'
44,.

Reg. $1.32
36 Tablets Foil Pk.
Save 66'
Alko Seltzer
Li ht-N-Lively

Splmon
!

60 Tab.

pkg.

SLOW
oez...

69c
$7 77

Efferdent Denture
Cleanser

4 Roll Pkg.

Tamales Save 17' Art
French's

Hyde Pork Block
_s°VIP 20`
4 oz.
Pepper.

T.ISSUe-• -

•-

Oleo

/ 1
1514 oz.5$

Dog Food

Kleenex
Bathroom
wx•

Butter

CAT

SMART CAT — A cat crosses the street in a quiet
neighborhood of Eugene, Ore., perhaps a bit more
confidentally thanks to a homemade sign erected at
the side of the curb by a cat lover. Scientists are
questioning the idea that animals can actually
think, but at the moment, hard-line behaviorists are
not convinced. If it could be proven that this cat
managed to tell another cat about the meaning of
the sign, that would be a good test of thinking cornm unication.

Juic
Save e
39
$2

79

2 Lb. Bog

Beans

--Jove 18'

Bumble Bee
Pink

ssIN

-0range

69

Doz

".M00
111111001.

.„;
Aginthyo
"

ur-eRich
Flovp-O

Non-Dairy 16 Oz.
$
Coffeemote .. Save 36' 1

Pink salmorir

*.'
0141"
,

89c

Potato Chips

Hefty 10 Ct.

4

With $10.00 Or More Purchos
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco
Save 76' Products r Drinks On Special

Save 29' 16 oz.

3?4,-;

=

- r

•Maim"

IIY:
1

160s.8 Bottle
Carton With •
ottles Or Deposit\

C71,...
.
11
" 111 ;
,
Lb 84;6
Lig. Disinfectant

{6 d

$19

Pine Sol

28 oz.

4114
4 AA4
1
,A1

MEAT DEPT.

FROZEN FOODS
Pepperidge Form Coconut

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Cakes

Chuck Roast

1 49
Lb

Frosty Acres Vegetable

Pr"

Soup

—20as Imp

Frosty Acres Box.

Cauliflower
Waffles
Aunt lemimas Heat'N Serve

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please'pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their p.*
checks
Collection tin* (Ain be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

2/$1 09
9`

Lean

U.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless Arm

Ground Chuck

Roost
$7 59

Stew Beef

•

Bacon
$1 29
12 Oz. Pkg.

or Boneless

$1 6

Lb

L b.

Family Pack
3 Lb. or More

Fresh Lean

Ground Beef

PRODUCE

Field's Finest
Sliced

$ 719
Lb

U.S. No. 1 Red

Potatoes
Carrots.
Onions
ranges

Field's Chunk
s7 Ifibilt.4
Field's Smoke "

10 Lb Bog

Fresh Crisp

p1
3
1 Lb. Bog

New Texas Green

3 Bunches

Texas Sweet

5 Lb Bog

$1

Sausage
$ 69

Bologna Wiento
120z.PAg._
09

$7

Lb.

Metzger Boneless Little Princess
S

Lb.

99C

Sliced $1.19 Lb.

meimmie-

Ham

Pro League

2 To 3 Lb. Pieces

$

2
. Lb.
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